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This book is intended to be a guide to a basic understanding

of the law and how to apply the practice to your own

situations. It has been written with the purpose of assisting

people currently engaged in a lawsuit – litigants –, and those

dealing with a legal matter by themselves. The information

provided can be no more than of a general nature, and

although every care has been taken to ensure that it is

correct, we cannot be responsible for any action taken as a

result of using this guide. ‘The Law Guide’ is educational in

nature and does not constitute a definitive or complete

statement of the law. It must not be used as legal advice, as

the information provided may not relate to the individual

circumstances of any case. You should always consider the

need to gain relevant advice on your specific legal matter

before taking any action.



INTRODUCTION

This is not a book about just dealing with a divorce situation. There are many others

which do that. No more is it a book about surviving a divorce and relationship

breakdown. There are others more qualified and better than us at helping with the

emotional side of a family breakup. It is a book which teaches you, at this difficult

time, what you need to know to put you in control of your situation and to make sure

that you do not get screwed. Not getting screwed when a marriage breaks down is

going to require you to understand the rules of the game. There is no avoiding that.

The book deals with and explains the law and procedure applicable to divorce or

dissolving a civil partnership in England and Wales. This is not enough in itself

however and, if you are to do more than pass through the divorce process, you are

going to need that extra know-how and understanding that lawyers have obtained

and which only come from years of experience.

The book will enable you to understand and deal effectively with the legal process

and law relating to divorce or dissolving a civil partnership and thereby stay in

control of the situation. It is not a book of dirty tricks to be applied to get one over

on your ex, but contains advice and a mass of tips from experienced and qualified

family lawyers, who have been at the sharp end of divorce for many years. It

explains in everyday language what a divorce lawyer would tell you, if they had the

time and you had the money to pay them for their lifetime’s experience. The

overriding objective of the law is for a marriage which has broken down to be laid

peacefully to rest and for there to be a fair settlement of financial issues. That

should also be your objective, and this book will help you achieve it. It is written for

those who don’t want – or can’t afford – to pay the high cost of legal fees, but want

their divorce to go through without delay or difficulty, and to know that the financial

settlement is fair, in accordance with the law, and binding. The book is intended for

those who want to understand and be in control of what is going on. You need to

manage the changes that there will be to your life, and it will tell you all that you

need to confidently navigate your way through a divorce and make the right

decisions along the way. The paperwork leading up to pronouncement of a decree

of divorce (or dissolution of a civil partnership) is explained alongside the possible

pitfalls. The second part of the book deals with financial issues, both when they are

agreed and where they have to be decided by the court. The emphasis is on

providing the understanding needed to decide whether a financial settlement is fair

and how it can be given legal effect. The final section contains advice and tips for

those unfortunate enough to become embroiled in a difficult or ‘dirty’ divorce.



When you are weak and in a divorce situation, the vultures descend. The first to try

and screw you may not be your spouse. There will be those offering to help, manage

everything for you and take the burden off your shoulders – for a price, of course.

Unfortunately, ambulance chasing lawyers have cousins. There is rarely, if ever, any

need to spend money employing a lawyer to fill in a divorce application form, and

no need to pay someone to ‘manage’ the court process for you. There are those who

will take over the paperwork required to obtain a financial order by consent,

although you will never know whether the order was really fair in your particular

circumstance. And of course, there are any number of law firms who will take over

everything and run your divorce.The purpose of this book is therefore to put you in

charge of your divorce by providing you with all the information you need to avoid

unnecessary cost and stress, and obtain a hassle free divorce and financial order.



PART ONE

CHAPTER 1. FIRST THINGS

We are not going to ask you whether you are sure – but are you? Have you thought

about just separating? Maybe you should read Chapter 8 now, which explains how

you can enter into a separation agreement and then think things out by living apart,

or apply to the court for a judicial separation, which would allow you to apply to the

court for financial orders if needed, but still leave you married. The decision to end

a marriage, especially if children are involved, should not be taken lightly. If you are

resolute in your decision to divorce however, there are important things you need to

think about. 

You have to work out what is going to be right for you and any children you need to

make arrangements for. Your objective has to be not to end up with a broken family,

but with an extended family. Do not just desperately think about getting out from

under an unhappy and stressful situation and marriage as soon as possible. There

are a lot of things you need to think through carefully. You do not want to trade one

set of problems for others.

You must try to put emotion aside and think through the reality of living apart from

your ex. How is this going to affect your financial situation? Will you be able to

maintain yourself or will need to claim maintenance? Where are you going to live?

Will you need to make other housing arrangements? Would you be able to get your

ex to leave the home or where would you go if you decide to leave? And just as

important as these questions, ask yourself whether you can handle the

consequences of being divorced and what your plans are for the future. None of

these should be spur of the moment decisions simply to get away from a difficult

relationship. You could end up making things worse rather than better, and just

exchanging one set of problems for others. 

Getting divorced does not just involve the legal steps we can advise you upon in this

book, but also emotional and practical issues. Once you have decided to end your

relationship, you must get organized. This will help you feel more secure emotionally

and financially. It is going to be time-consuming, and this list will not cover

everything for everyone. You will however need to:



open your own bank account;

amend your will if you have one, and if not, consider making a will;

make a list of everything in the house, such as furniture and personal items and

all other family assets, including vehicles and other property;

prepare a list of debts and money owed on HP and credit agreements, credit

cards and bank overdrafts et cetera, for which you are liable;

if you own your home, find out how much is owing on the mortgage;

if you are renting your home, find out whose names are on the lease;

make a note of household accounts in your partner’s name;

consider whether you need to open new accounts for personal items such as

your mobile phone.

There are documents and papers which you should secure and hold the originals or

take copies whilst you have the opportunity:

the marriage certificate,

your passport and passports for children,

birth certificates,

bank statements for the past 12 months,

last tax return and notice of assessment,

titles of ownership and property deeds,

pension Cash Equivalent Transfer Value (CETV),

loan agreements,

guarantees,

wills,

car registration, 

engine number, 

vehicle identification number and current value,

mortgage and property details (e.g. council rates),

rental agreement,

insurance policies (e.g. home, contents, car, and superannuation details).

You must give serious and realistic thought to your financial situation and how much

money you are going to need to live on. What benefits are going to be available?

Consider whether you need to go back to studying, seek or change your

employment or start you own business. Read Chapter 5 below, which deals with the

legal steps you may need to take early on. Are any of these going to be necessary,

and if so, are you prepared and feeling confident enough to take them?



CHAPTER 2. 

APPLYING FOR A DIVORCE

If after much thought, consideration and soul-searching, you have decided that your

marriage is over, you have already dealt with the most difficult stage. The difficult

decision is made, the emotional divorce is over and it only remains to dispose of the

empty shell of the marriage and sort out the finances. Wherever possible, this should

be done in a civilised and polite way. That will make the process easier and much

less stressful. After the divorce, you have to get on with your life, and that will be

much easier if you know that you acted properly during the divorce. Acting badly

only causes arguments, which can be potentially damaging, and will draw out the

divorce proceedings and make them more stressful – and possibly more expensive. If

you have children, you will still have to have contact with your former spouse.

Marriage is a legal contract between two people, and therefore requires an order

from the family court dissolving the marriage contract. 

That has to be the first thing. You will therefore need to apply to the court for a

divorce using the prescribed form, usually known as a divorce petition. So long as

the paperwork is completed correctly and in accordance with the rules, an

undefended divorce will be quite straightforward. The whole procedure usually

takes between three and four months, but can be speeded up if there are special

circumstances such as the wife being pregnant and wanting to remarry before the

child is born.  99% of divorces are undefended. It will receive no publicity and you

are not likely to be required to attend any court hearings.

You must therefore prepare for sending (filing) with the court a combined Petition

and Prayer, in the laid down form containing all the required information. The

prescribed form to apply for a divorce, judicial separation or to dissolve a civil

partnership is Form D8 which can be obtained from any county court office which

deals with divorce or downloaded here. 

In addition, the court will require your marriage certificate to be sent with the

petition. This must be either the original or a certified copy. Photocopies will not do.

If you do not have it or cannot find your original marriage certificate, you will have

to go back to the church or Registry Office where you got married and obtain a

certified copy. There will be a small fee to pay.



You must also pay a court fee to issue your petition, unless you are entitled to a fee

exemption or remission. Nothing is free at the court these days. The court fee is

currently £410, which must be paid on presenting your divorce application. Payment

can be made by credit or debit card or by cheque payable to HMCTS. In some

cases, a fee exemption or fee remission can be claimed. The Court Service

publishes a booklet which explains whether a fee exemption or remission is

available. It can be downloaded here together with the application form.Providing

that the petition is correctly completed, the court process should run smoothly,

quickly and easily as described in Chapters 6 and 7 below.



Where a civil partnership has broken down, it can be dissolved in the same way as a

marriage by applying for a decree of dissolution, which is much the same and

equivalent to a divorce. If a same-sex couple have married or converted their civil

partnership into a marriage, the rules are identical to those for heterosexual

couples, save that on an adultery petition, the alleged adultery must be with a

person of the opposite sex. Also, in Nullity petitions, same-sex couples cannot annul

their marriage for non-consummation. In the same way as with divorce, a civil

partnership can also be annulled or a Decree of Judicial Separation made. The

other remedies to prevent disposal of assets and interim maintenance orders are

available in exactly the same way as when the court is dealing with a divorce.

DISSOLVING A CIVIL PARTNERSHIP



CHAPTER 3. 

GROUNDS AND 

ENTITLEMENTS TO A DIVORCE

In England and Wales there is only one ground for divorce and that is the

irretrievable breakdown of the marriage. The law requires however that this

irretrievable breakdown should be evidenced by one of what are known as ‘the five

facts’. These five facts are commonly referred to as the divorce grounds, but in

reality they are what must be proved to show that the marriage has irretrievably

broken down. The grounds (or facts) to show that a marriage has irretrievably

broken down are:

The test for intolerability is subjective, therefore it depends upon the particular

person. So long as the petitioner states that the adultery is intolerable, that will be

an end to the matter, as it is near impossible for the respondent to deny that the

adultery was intolerable. There is a bar to divorce on the ground of adultery where

the parties have resumed cohabitation for a continuous period of 6 months after the

adultery was discovered. In these circumstances it cannot be claimed by the

petitioner that continuing to live together and remaining married is intolerable. Such

behaviour as would constitute adultery will clearly also be unreasonable, and if

there is any doubt as to whether there has been adultery, a petition based on

unreasonable behaviour should be considered. Thus, it would be unreasonable

behaviour to say that you had slept with the neighbour and a petition should be on

that ground, as if adultery is later denied, it would be impossible for you to show

that it took place.

ADULTERY

Adultery is voluntary sexual intercourse between a man and a woman, one or both

of whom are married but not necessarily to each other. To establish this ground, you

must prove to the satisfaction of the court that: ‘The respondent has committed

adultery and the petitioner finds it intolerable to live with the respondent’.Thus, it is

not enough just to show that there has been adultery. It must be intolerable to the

non-adulterous spouse and alleged that this intolerability makes it impossible for the

petitioner to continue living with the respondent.



Therefore, when it is unclear as to whether actual intercourse has taken place, if

intercourse is likely to be in question and cannot be proved, or where the

relationship is between same sex persons, an unreasonable behaviour petition

should be filed. If your spouse has committed adultery, you will understandably be

outraged, upset and wanting revenge on the other person involved. They can be

named as a co-respondent in your divorce petition, but that is not necessary and

can be a mistake. If you resist the temptation to name them, it will make the divorce

process much easier and more straightforward. If you name a co-respondent, they

will have to be served with the petition and if, as is likely they do not acknowledge

service and refuse to take any part, you will not be able to proceed with your

petition until you have spent time and possibly expense proving service. It is usually

far better to allege adultery with a person unknown or to say that you do not wish to

name the co-respondent. The guilt felt by your spouse and gratitude for not

involving the other party could well ensure a more amicable divorce and favourable

financial settlement.



This is the most usual ground for divorce. The courts do not in practice set a high

threshold of what constitutes unreasonable behaviour but it must be shown that:

‘The respondent has behaved in such a way that the petitioner cannot reasonably

be expected to live with the respondent.’A common sense approach to what is

unreasonable behaviour is adopted. It does not require serious misbehaviour, and

the courts will accept that if one party has filed for divorce, the marriage has

indeed irretrievably broken down. It is not necessary for a petitioner to show that the

marriage breakdown has actually been caused by the behaviour complained of in

the petition. In the words of one judge: ‘The correct test for an unreasonable

behaviour divorce petition is whether a right thinking person, knowing the parties

and all the circumstances, would consider it reasonable to expect the petitioner to

live with the respondent.’

UNREASONABLE BEHAVIOUR

What is unreasonable behaviour therefore depends on the individual circumstances.

The test is subjective. What one petitioner would consider unreasonable might be

quite acceptable in a marriage to another. However, the following common

examples have all been held to be unreasonable behaviour:

physical assault or ill-treatment, 

whether or not it has caused injury, 

where it is aimed at either the petitioner or the children

verbal assault and abuse, insults, unkindness or persistently ignoring the other

spouse

threats of assault

boasting of sexual experiences with other people — whether true or not

sexual activity with another person which, 

whilst improper, 

is not adultery, such as a lesbian or homosexual relationship, bestiality, 

petting and kissing

unreasonable sexual activity

excessive sexual demands

complete refusal to have sexual intercourse

refusal to have children

excessive tidiness

persistent nagging

dirty habits



frequent drunkenness

drug taking

financial irresponsibility

failure to look after the home

irresponsible gambling

refusal to work when a reasonable job is available failure to provide sufficient

housekeeping money.

It is the effect of the respondent’s behaviour on the petitioner which is relevant, not

whether the respondent’s behaviour is in itself unreasonable. Thus, if you are a

drunken violent woman, it would be unlikely that the drunken violent behaviour of

your husband would be considered as sufficient to show that you could not

reasonably be expected to live with him. The behaviour complained of can be either

acts or omissions. 

The six-month cohabitation rule which applies to adultery will also apply here,

although there is no time limit on the allegations that can be made. Thus,

allegations concerning conduct many years ago can be included in a petition, but it

will be necessary to show that either the behaviour is continuing or include

examples of behaviour within the past six months.

If an unreasonable behaviour petition becomes defended, it is only then that

evidence in support will be required. There is no need to include evidence with your

petition.It is usually only necessary to include 4 or 5 incidents which show the

pattern of behaviour. There is no need to make the allegations extreme and no

advantage in saying something that will distress and upset your spouse. As will be

seen, conduct has little relevance when financial matters come to be settled, and if

you are too extreme in your allegations you risk antagonising the respondent and

make reaching a settlement over finances more difficult.

When divorce seems a possibility, you should keep a record or diary entry of the

behaviour and note dates and in which way they were abused or treated. If you

have been assaulted and have required medical treatment, you should obtain a

medical report from the hospital confirming the date time and nature of the

treatment. A letter from your GP could be required, which ideally should relate to

the marriage problems and the effect which they are having on you.



For this ground, the respondent must have deserted the petitioner for a continuous

period of at least two years immediately preceding the presentation of the petition.

To prove desertion there must be factual separation, an intention by the respondent

to desert and there must not have been a good reason for the desertion or a

consent to the respondent leaving by the petitioner. Therefore, the ground is only

applicable where the respondent has left the petitioner for a continuous period of

two years prior to the presentation of the petition. The court must be satisfied that

there has been a separation and that the parties have lived separate lives, without

communication for a two year period. Over and above this, an intention to desert

must be demonstrated on the part of the respondent. The separation must have

been without the consent of the petitioner, and there must be no good reason (such

as taking a job overseas) to explain the separation. Petitions based upon desertion

are uncommon, as it is not easy to prove an intention to desert. It is usually easier to

petition on the grounds of two years separation if consent can be obtained or on

unreasonable behaviour.

DESERTION



This is the first of the ‘no fault’ grounds. There must have been a de-facto living

apart for a continuous and unbroken two year period prior to the presentation of

the petition. During this period, one of the parties must have considered the

marriage to be at an end. When calculating the period of separation, no account is

taken of periods of up to six months, during which the parties have resumed living

together with the intention of reconciliation. However, there must still be an

aggregated period of actual separation for at least two years. A period of living

together for more than six months during the two year period will start the clock

running again. The respondent must of course also consent to a divorce being

granted. If there is no consent, the period of separation will be five years.

TWO YEARS SEPARATION AND CONSENT

FIVE YEARS SEPARATION WITHOUT CONSENT

As with the two year period and consent, the five year period of separation without

consent must be continuous and unbroken, and can only start when one of the

parties decides that the marriage is over. Argument over this can form a defence to

a petition on this ground.There is a further special defence which applies only to this

ground. It is that a divorce will cause the respondent grave financial or other

hardship. This grave hardship must arise from the marriage being dissolved rather

than from the breakdown of the marriage. Note also:

It is only possible to file one divorce petition. Thus, if your spouse files a petition,

you cannot. This can on occasion lead to a race, and sometimes a fight to get

hold of the original marriage certificate as obtaining a certified copy will take

time. It is however possible (but rarely any point) to file a cross petition as

explained below.

Another problem can be when your spouse files a petition, but does not proceed

with it, and will not apply for pronouncement of a decree. When this happens,

there is no alternative other than to apply to the court for their petition to be

struck out, on the ground that it has not been proceeded with.

Once a petition has been issued, it can only be withdrawn with the permission

of the court. This will be freely given, but you still need to apply.



CHAPTER 4. 

DEFENDING A DIVORCE 

AND CROSS-PETITIONS

This is going to be one of the shortest chapter in the book. The quick advice is

forget it, accept that, sad as it may be, your marriage has come to an end and

move on. Why would you want to stay married to someone who does not want to be

married to you anyway? Defending a divorce is rarely possible or practical. There

are however circumstances when you may wish to oppose a divorce, and as is so

often the case it relates to money. You could be better off financially married than

otherwise. You must accept however, as any judge will do, that a marriage which

one party wishes to bring to and end is over, little more than a shell and best

brought to an end. The result of a successful defence is that you stay married.

However, a partner filing for divorce is generally a clear indication that a marriage

has broken down, will not be happy, and is not worth defending. You can always file

a statement denying the facts alleged in the divorce petition, but nevertheless

confirming that you do not intend to defend. Often both spouses have equally valid

reasons for divorce, but this is not a reason to defend one partner’s petition.

The reason you wish to defend the divorce may be tactical or a genuine belief that

the marriage has not irretrievably broken down and given time could be mended.

Entering a defence or – as more accurately as it should be called – an answer to a

divorce petition, will certainly slow things down and give your spouse time for

reflection. They could change their mind and agree to give the marriage another

chance or agree to a period of separation. You must however always remember

that if you defend the petition and the defence does not succeed it is likely that you

will be ordered to pay the legal costs which will have been incurred. Defending a

divorce can be a costly and time-consuming process. The respondent to a divorce

petition has the right to defend and contest a divorce petition by challenging the

legal basis of the petition. The sole and only ground for divorce as we have seen is

that the marriage has irretrievably broken down. The problem in denying this is that

the test is subjective. Therefore, if a petitioner believes that the marriage has

irretrievably broken down, it is extremely difficult and almost impossible to prove

otherwise. After all, a marriage takes two people and if one believes that it has

broken down there is no marriage.



The irretrievable breakdown of the marriage must also however be shown by one of

the five facts. Thus, the respondent to an adultery petition may deny the adultery,

and a judge will then have to hear the evidence and decide whether or not the act

of adultery took place. Separation is entirely a question of fact and when consent is

required for two years separation, it is simply a case of withholding that consent

and the petition will not be able to proceed. If the petition is based upon five years

separation, there is a defence when there has either been a period of cohabitation

with your spouse within that period or the statutory defence (which applies only to

this ground) of grave financial hardship. If you decide to defend and enter an

answer to your spouse’s petition, it will be for them as petitioner to carry the burden

of proof and prove to the satisfaction of the court that the marriage has

irretrievably broken down as a consequence of the ground set out in their petition.

You will need to set out the reasons why you are defending the petition and a judge

will give directions requiring you and your spouse to submit the evidence which you

each intend to rely upon. Once you have both filed statements of your evidence, a

hearing will be fixed at which a judge will decide whether the petitioner is entitled

to a decree of divorce.

There can be a good reason to defend a divorce if there is a dispute as to which

country should deal with consequential financial issues which are likely to be

disputed. Different jurisdictions deal with financial issues on divorce in different

ways.  If you wish for financial claims to be dealt with under a particular jurisdiction,

a successful defence may be of great importance in establishing priority for a

divorce proceeding in a particular country. An answer defending a petition can be

accompanied by a cross petition, which gives the respondents reasons to evidence

the breakdown of the marriage and request for a divorce on his petition. If another

third party is referred to, this time by the respondent, this party is called a ‘party

cited’. There is however usually little point in cross petitioning.



CHAPTER 5. 

EARLY CONSIDERATIONS

The prospect of divorce and your marriage coming to an end can bring a dramatic

reaction from your spouse. You must be prepared for this, and there are a number

of steps you may need to take to protect yourself and preserve your position until

finances can be sorted out. These steps apply just as much to a respondent who has

had a divorce petition served on them, as for a petitioner who is initiating the

divorce.

Most married couples will have had their matrimonial home conveyed to them to

own as joint tenants. This has nothing to do with renting a property, but is a type of

property ownership where two or more people each own an undivided share of the

entire property. The consequence of this is that in the event of your death, your

share of the home will pass automatically to your ex as your joint tenant, irrespective

of any other wish set out in your will. This is unlikely to be what you now wish as you

are divorcing, although it may well have been when you bought the house. Land and

a property can also be owned by two or more people, as what is known as tenants

in common. Again, nothing to do with renting. What it does mean is that the

property belongs to you jointly, but you each own a specified share of its value. You

can give away, sell or mortgage your share. If you die, your share of the property

passes to the beneficiary in your will. This is more likely to be what you wish and

more appropriate when a marriage has broken down. By serving a simple notice of

severance on your spouse, the joint tenancy can be converted into a tenancy in

common. This will enable you to decide what would happen to your share of the

property in the event of your death and enable you to make the desired provision in

your will.

SEVER THE JOINT TENANCY

A joint tenancy is converted into a tenancy in common by one owner serving notice

of severance upon the other joint owner. Proof of service is desirable, either by the

obtaining the other owners signature on a duplicate copy of the notice, personal

service, or by a sending by the notice by registered post.



Unless stated otherwise, it will be presumed that the new tenancy in common

created will be in equal shares. It is not possible for the person receiving notice of

severance to oppose the severance, and this will happen automatically on service of

the notice. Once served, the Land Registry should be advised in writing, and a copy

of the notice of severance sent to them in order that they might amend the entry in

the registry. This should be done on Land Registry Form RX1. There is no charge. If

you are uncertain whether you are a joint tenant or tenant in common, an online

search can be carried out against your property at the Land Registry. The

Proprietorship Register will show the names of the people that own the property

and, if you are tenants in common, will have the wording 'No disposition by a sole

proprietor of the registered estate (except a trust corporation) under which capital

money arises is to be registered, unless authorised by an order of the court'. If there

is no such wording in the title document, then you are almost certainly joint

tenants.A detailed guide with full instructions and examples of the forms needed to

sever a joint tenancy is here.

If you have a joint account with your spouse, you will be liable for all dealings on

that account. If your spouse should decide to empty the account, there will be

nothing you can do about it and may be left with no money to live or pay bills you

are responsible for. If they run up the account and incur an overdraft, you will be

liable. You should therefore close the account, open a new one in your name and

transfer into it the money from the old joint account to which you are entitled. If you

do not wish to close the account, inform your bank of the position and that no

withdrawals should be made without your approval.

CLOSE JOINT BANK ACCOUNTS

FREEZING ORDERS OR INJUNCTIONS

On the breakdown of a marriage or civil partnership, one party may attempt to

dispose of assets before the financial issues have been decided, in order to reduce

what the other party might receive in settlement. If there is this possibility of your

spouse disposing of or hiding away any of the family assets beyond the reach of the

court, you will be able to obtain an order from a judge preventing a disposal.



Section 37 of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 gives the court power to make an

order in matrimonial proceedings restraining a party to those proceedings from

disposing of any assets which may be the subject of a claim in the proceedings. The

section is designed specifically to avoid transactions intended to prevent or reduce

financial claims. Applications can and often are made without notice to the other

spouse. The court will not make an order unless it is satisfied on balance that:

the other spouse is about to deal with the asset concerned;

the effect of the proposed dealing would be to defeat or reduce the other

spouse’s claim, or enforcement of an existing order;

the purpose of the disposal is to defeat or reduce the financial provision for the

other party.

Before an application can be made for an injunction to restrain the dealing with an

asset, an application for financial provision must be issued. This in itself means that

there must be divorce proceedings. If a general financial application has not been

made and the need for an injunction is urgent, the general financial application can

be issued at the same time as the application for the injunction, or the court may

accept an undertaking that the financial application will be issued within a

specified period. A detailed guide with full instructions and examples of an

application for a matrimonial freezing order is available.

The court will consider each case on its own particular facts. No distinction is drawn

between different types of assets, and a Section 37 order can, therefore, be

obtained in a variety of different circumstances, such as where a party is proposing

to transfer monies from a bank account to a third party, or where one party is

proposing to sell or transfer commercial or residential premises. For the purposes of

these injunctions, it does not matter whether one or both parties have an interest in

the asset concerned. The court has very wide powers and can make an order in

respect of an asset wherever it is situated, whether in this country or abroad.

However, if the asset is situated outside England and Wales, a court might refuse to

make an order where the order would be unenforceable. The power is also available

to the court where a spouse is about to transfer an asset out of the jurisdiction.



If, for any reason, your name is not on the title to the matrimonial home, you must

register a notice of your rights over the property. This will prevent your spouse from

selling or borrowing money on the security of the property without your knowledge.

If, as a spouse or a civil partner, you do not legally own a share of the property you

live in with your respective spouse or civil partner, you can protect your potential

share in the property by way of a notice known as the ‘Matrimonial Home Rights’.

This will be registered with the Land Registry against that particular property and

prevent it from being sold, transferred, or re-mortgaged without your agreement.

The notice cannot be removed until a financial settlement is either agreed by you or

ordered by the court.The rights provided include:

REGISTER A MATRIMONIAL 
HOME RIGHTS NOTICE

the right of a non-owning spouse (or civil partner) to occupy the matrimonial

home, and to enforce the same by obtaining an ‘occupation order’;

the right that in certain circumstances one spouse’s rights of occupation shall

be a charge on the estate of the other, and that subject to registration; such a

charge can bind third parties, including mortgagees;

a number of procedural provisions which seek to protect the non-owning spouse

in occupation, in the event of proceedings for possession by a mortgagee.

This notice is only valid while you are married (i.e. until the decree absolute is issued

within the divorce proceedings), unless there is a court order to the contrary. The

effect is that the legal owner is unable to sell, deal with the property or mortgage

the property until the notice or charge is vacated. It will not however have any

effect upon any prior mortgage or charge. Once a charge has been registered, the

non-owning spouse has the right to make mortgage repayments in order to avoid

repossession. The method of protection of matrimonial property rights will vary

according to whether or not your spouse’s ownership of the house is registered with

the Land Registry. If the interest in the house is registered, your rights will be

protected by way of a notice in the property register at HM Land Registry. There is

no fee charged by the Land Registry for entering the charge. You can find out

whether your spouse’s title to the house is registered by submitting Form SIM to the

Land Registry or by carrying out an online search against the property.



If your spouse’s ownership of the house is not registered, then your rights can be

protected by a ‘Class F Land Charge’ in the records kept by the Land Charges

Department. A detailed guide with full instructions and examples of an application

to register a matrimonial home rights charge is available.

MAINTENANCE PENDING SUIT

You will also need to decide whether you will need to apply for maintenance

pending suit. This is an interim maintenance order to take effect until a final order

can be made. Following the filing of a petition for divorce, nullity or judicial

separation, a party can apply for a periodical payments (maintenance) order, known

as maintenance pending suit. The order can be backdated to the date of the

petition, and will come to an end on the pronouncement of decree absolute.  As the

maintenance pending suit order will be for a limited period, full investigation of the

spouses’ resources and financial needs will not be undertaken. That may come later,

when final orders are sought. The test is just what the other spouse can afford to

pay for maintenance, given their own financial requirements and liabilities.



CHAPTER 6. 

PREPARING AND ISSUING 

YOUR DIVORCE PETITION

Applications for divorce are made on Form D8, which is commonly known as a

divorce petition. This must be completed and sent to one of the designated divorce

courts, with your marriage certificate and the court fee or application for

exemption. It can be filled in either by hand, using black ink, or online and then

printed out. Three copies will be required. One for the court, one to be sent to the

respondent, and one for sealing by the court and return to you. An additional copy

must be sent, if there is a named co-respondent. The same form is used if you are

petitioning for judicial separation, nullity or dissolving a civil partnership.

Once you have prepared your divorce petition, it is a good idea to show a copy of

the petition to your spouse for agreement and any comment before sending it to the

court. If the content of the petition can be agreed beforehand, it will avoid any

possible future arguments or the need to amend the petition. In cases involving

unreasonable behaviour or adultery, the courts usually order the respondent to pay

the costs of the divorce, unless there is agreement to the contrary. It is therefore

sensible to come to an agreement over who will pay the court fee and any other

costs. You must also send your original marriage certificate or a certified copy. A

photocopy will not do. If you cannot find the original, you will have to apply to the

church or register office where you were married, and for a small fee they will send

you a certified copy. The fee for issuing a divorce petition is currently £410. This can

be paid by cash, cheque made payable to HMCTS or by debit or credit card. If you

are on a low income or in receipt of certain benefits, a fee exemption may be

available. The application Form EX 160A can be downloaded or is available from

any county court office.

You will need to send three signed and dated copies of your petition to the court,

plus a further copy, if there is a co-respondent to an adultery petition. They will keep

the original for the court file, send one copy to your spouse, who will now be

referred to as the respondent, and return one copy with the court’s stamp and case

number allocated entered on it to you.



Your divorce petition can be issued at any of the 20 designated divorce centres,

whose addresses are available from the HMCTS website. You are unlikely to have to

go there in person, as your case will be passed to a local divorce court. Some courts

have earned a high reputation for speed and efficiency, and if you have heard that

a particular court works well, you may choose that court. It is however a constantly

changing picture. Usually, you will simply go to the family court closest to you.

When received, the court will check the divorce papers and, if all is in order, issue

your petition and allocate it with a case number. They will then send a copy of the

petition together with a form of acknowledgment of service by first class post to the

respondent, at the address you provided in the petition. You will be notified of the

date it was ‘served’. You are not allowed to serve the petition on your spouse

yourself. The acknowledgement of service form, sent with a copy of the petition to

your spouse, requires them to confirm that they have received the petition and to

say whether they agree to a divorce. Hopefully, and if they have already seen the

petition and agreed it, they will return the acknowledgement of service to the court

straightaway, and you will be able to proceed with applying for pronouncement of

your divorce. A divorce can be granted even if the respondent takes no further part

in the proceedings, providing the necessary agreement has been given on the

acknowledgment of service. A copy of the petition will also need to be served upon

any named co-respondent in an adultery suit.

There is no time limit for return of the acknowledgment of service, but it is to be

hoped that the respondent (and any co-respondent) will properly complete the form

and return it without delay. Until they do so, you cannot proceed with the divorce.If

they return the acknowledgment of service and the answer to the all-important

question ‘do you intend to defend the divorce?’ is ‘No’, then you are home and dry,

and can apply for pronouncement of a divorce. Once service is acknowledged or

proved, you can immediately apply for pronouncement of a conditional decree

(previously called decree nisi) of divorce. In the event that the respondent has

confirmed receipt of the petition, but is saying that he or she intends to defend the

petition, or does not consent to a decree being pronounced, you must wait for 28

days. The respondent has that time to enter a written defence (which is known as an

answer). If they do not do so within that time, you are free to make your application

for a conditional decree to be pronounced.

EFFECTING SERVICE



Difficulties can occur, however, if your spouse ignores or for some other reason does

not return the acknowledgement of service to the court. Proof of service of a

divorce petition is absolutely essential. If a person is to be divorced, he or she must

know about it. You cannot apply for your divorce to be pronounced until the court is

satisfied that there has been service of the petition on the respondent and that they

have deliberately ignored it. Your spouse may not return the acknowledgement of

service through stubbornness, a head in the sand attitude or simply that they are not

at the address given and have gone away. Or of course, that he or she is just an

awkward person who wishes to cause you as much difficulty as possible. The same

and more usual position applies to service upon a co-respondent who have been

named in an adultery petition. If you are sure that the respondent is at the address

given, and is simply refusing to deal with the papers sent, you will need to arrange

personal service. Service cannot be effected by you as the petitioner, although it is

possible for you to instruct someone else to serve the papers on your behalf. The

best and more usual way is to ask the court bailiff to serve the papers.

The application form for service by the court bailiff is Form D89.Service by the court

bailiff requires completion of this form and payment of a fee, unless you are exempt

or entitled to a fee remission. With the form, you should send either a recent

photograph of your spouse to be served or a written description. There are often

problems where a co-respondent to an adultery petition has been named. Service

on them is essential, but they will often want no part of the divorce proceedings and

refuse to acknowledge service or co-operate. This can be a good reason for not

naming a co-respondent. Difficulties also arise in some cases of providing the true

name or description for a co-respondent, and this is yet another reason for not

naming them in an adultery petition.

Real difficulties may arise when your ex has disappeared or gone away, and his or

her whereabouts are unknown. The only way forward in these circumstances will be

to find them or obtain an order for substituted service, or to have service dispensed

with. This will require employing an enquiry agent, and will involve advertising the

issue of the petition in a newspaper in the area where the respondent is thought to

be residing, and will cause delay and expense. You will then have to persuade a

judge that everything conceivably possible has been done to trace and serve the

respondent, before you will be allowed to dispense with service.



CHAPTER 7. 

APPLYING FOR PRONOUNCEMENT

OF YOUR DIVORCE

Once the respondent has acknowledged service of the petition and indicated that

they will not defend and agree to a divorce, you may apply for pronouncement of

your conditional decree, or what used to be called decree nisi. The application is

made on Form D84, with an appropriate statement in support attached. The

supporting statement will depend upon the ground on which you have petitioned

and confirms the truth of what you have said in your petition. It takes the place of a

court hearing in undefended divorce actions. The court will usually send you a Form

D84 application for a decree with the applicable supporting statement form

together with a copy of the respondent’s acknowledgment of service, but if not you

can download the appropriate form and complete it as you did with your divorce

petition.

Completion is quite straightforward. Obviously, you will have read your petition

having prepared it. Put ‘Yes’ in answer to that question. This is a fall back to the old

days, when solicitors prepared the petition. Often, they would not tell their clients

what they were doing and what was being done, as they worked on the

presumption that their clients were so stupid that they could not be expected to

understand and should just leave everything to them. Usually it is unnecessary,

having reached this stage, to add anything else, even where there may have been

further incidents. You will usually put ‘No’, and then for question 3 a big ‘Yes’; usually

4 will be ‘No’, but if you wish, you may put down any health problems resulting from

your soon to be former spouse’s behaviour. There are then some specific questions,

depending on the ground. The additional questions for adultery petitions is question

5, where you must give a date for when you first became aware are the adultery. In

question 6 you must confirm that you find the adultery intolerable. Question 7 will

usually be a ‘No’, as resumption of cohabitation can be a bar to decree.

Statement in support of an adultery petition

Statement in support of an unreasonable behaviour petition

Statement in support of a desertion petition

Statement in support of a two year separation and consent petition

Statement in support of a five year separation petition



For unreasonable behaviour, question 5 is whether the behaviour is continuing.

Usually, you will say ‘Yes’. Otherwise, you must give the date of the last incident of

unreasonable behaviour relied upon. You will then, bearing in mind the bar which

applies where there has been a resumption of cohabitation for 6 months or more,

usually say ‘No’ to question 6.Desertion affidavits require a short description of the

circumstances of the desertion, and a ‘No’ to the question on whether the

respondent offered to resume cohabitation. In 7 put down where you’ll have lived

for the past two years and the address, if you know it, of the respondent. Question 8

will be ‘No’. Two years separation and consent affidavits require in question 4 the

date of separation, and in question 5 brief details. It is sufficient just to refer to the

‘unhappy matrimonial circumstances’ and say something such as ‘Due to the

unhappy state of the marriage, the parties decided to live apart in March 2013, and

have not lived together as man and wife since that date.’

A date is then required for when you reached the decision that the marriage was at

an end. This may well be the date when you separated. Question 7 needs

completion with the addresses of yourself and respondent (if known), and question 8

bearing in mind the six months bar should be a ‘No’. Five years separation without

consent affidavits are much the same. Give the date of the separation, the

circumstances, and the addresses where you have both lived, much as above. Don’t

forget to attach a copy of the acknowledgment of service signed by the

respondent, as this must be exhibited to the statement, and you must confirm that

the signature shown is that of the respondent.

Once the court has your application for pronouncement of a decree and statement

in support, these will be put before a district judge. The district judge will check to

ensure that everything is procedurally correct and that you have made out sufficient

grounds to show the irretrievable breakdown of the marriage. Providing that there

are no problems, you will be sent a notice of entitlement to a conditional decree

(decree nisi) and your case will then be entered for pronouncement of the decree

on the next available date, when a judge will pronounce your divorce. On this date

any number of divorces will be pronounced, and there is no need for you to attend

court to hear your divorce being read out. Although you will have to wait six weeks

after this date before you are finally divorced, there will be no going back after a

conditional divorce is pronounced. You are not legally divorced yet and must apply

for the decree to be made absolute, which cannot be done for a further six weeks.



In exceptional and rare cases, the district judge may refuse to issue a certificate of

entitlement to a decree. This will usually be because further information is required.

The court office will advise of what more is needed, and once you have dealt with

this, the papers will be put back before the district judge, who hopefully will then be

satisfied and will list your application for pronouncement of a decree. In yet more

exceptional and rare cases, the cause could be directed by the district judge not to

proceed under the special procedure, as he (or she) wishes to hear oral evidence on

certain matters. In these unusual cases, a hearing will be fixed which you must

attend. If costs were claimed against the respondent (or co-respondent) and

granted, a copy of this order will be placed upon the notice of entitlement to a

decree of divorce sent to you, and you will be able to enforce the costs order

against your former spouse or partner. You must now wait for six weeks before the

decree can be made absolute and you are finally divorced. The form for applying

for pronouncement of decree absolute is Form D36, which you can download or

collect from any family court. Complete the form, send it to the court, and the court

office will then issue your decree absolute, send it to you and your former spouse,

and your marriage is at an end.

Do not forget to make a new will. And do not forget to have a clean break or other

financial order made, to ensure that in years to come there can be no unexpected

financial claims resulting from the marriage. This does not follow automatically, and

the only order that has been made is to bring the marriage to an end. It has nothing

to do with money or property. For example, unless it has been ordered otherwise,

your former spouse could make a claim on your estate following your death, or

should you win the lottery or come into money, make a claim on that.



CHAPTER 8. 

SEPARATION, JUDICIAL

SEPARATION AND NULLITY

If your relationship has reached crisis point, taking a break from each other can be

a good idea. If you’re not sure where the relationship is going and you want to know

if your life would improve if you were apart, then consider living separately for a

period of time. Remember however that you will still be married, and that the legal

ties and responsibilities of marriage will remain unaffected by the separation. To be

separated, all you have to do is live apart. It is quite possible to simply start living

separately and apart without taking any legal steps. If you do, and you subsequently

divorce, your financial position both at the time of separation and at the time of the

divorce will be taken into account when deciding financial issues. Therefore, if your

financial situation changes during the period of separation, this will be taken into

account, if you subsequently divorce.

Things to consider, if you are to separate, are making or changing your will, severing

a joint tenancy on your home and opening separate bank accounts whilst closing

joint accounts. And most importantly, agreeing the financial arrangements with your

spouse and recording the agreement in a formal separation agreement. Thereafter,

keep your financial affairs separate.

JUDICIAL SEPARATION

A further, but less common alternative to divorce is to judicially separate. Few

people judicially separate, as many would then go on to divorce at a later stage,

and so incur the cost of two different legal procedures. Although not used very

often, judicial separation is a halfway house that falls short of a divorce, but involves

the court’s recognising in a formal decree that you and your spouse are living apart.

It will also enable the court to make orders relating to maintenance and such things

as who will live in the house, if this is not agreed. The marriage still exists, which can

be important if there are pension rights that need to be maintained. The grounds for

judicial separation are the same as for divorce, the main difference being that it is

not necessary to show that the marriage has irretrievably broken down. A decree of

judicial separation has three main effects:



(1) You and your spouse are no longer obliged to live together;

(2) The court can exercise all the powers which it has to divide the matrimonial

property and make orders as in divorce;

(3) The decree operates just like a divorce in terms of its effect on any will – the

spouse no longer takes any benefit unless a new will is made, specifically stating

that is to be the case.

You will probably only want to consider a judicial separation, if:

NULLITY

A possible further alternative to having a failed marriage dissolved by a decree of

divorce is having it annulled by a decree of nullity. This is the historic remedy for a

bad marriage, much favoured by Henry VIII. It is a claim that the marriage should be

annulled as it has not met the legal criteria for a marriage. A nullity petition may be

presented on, amongst others, the following grounds:

Either you or your spouse are opposed to divorce – typically for religious

reasons;

There is an absolute bar to divorce within the first year of a marriage. Judicial

separation may be all that is available, if you wish to formalise the break by

court proceedings within that first year;

For some reason, it is not possible to prove the irretrievable breakdown of the

marriage as necessary for a divorce.

The procedure for obtaining a judicial separation is similar to the divorce process,

save that there is only one decree (that of judicial separation) and the court does

not make a conditional decree.

The marriage has not been consummated, that is you have not had sexual

intercourse with the other party since you were married;

At the time of the marriage, your partner was already married to someone else;

One of you was under 16 years of age when you got married;

You have inter-married (married a close relative);

Your partner had venereal disease (and probably now any sexually transmitted

disease, including AIDS) at the time of the marriage and they were aware of this

at the time, but you were not;

Your partner was pregnant with another person’s child at the time of the

marriage and they were aware of this at the time, but you were not;



In certain cases, such as bigamy and incest, the marriage can be declared void ab

initio, and will be as if it never existed. In other cases, the marriage will be voidable,

and can be declared void at the instigation of one of the parties. Applications to

the court must be made on a nullity petition, within a reasonable time of discovering

the impediment to the marriage, and probably within three years. The financial

consequences are different to divorce or judicial separation as, following a decree

of nullity, neither party will have any liability to the other arising out of the marriage.

Ancillary financial proceedings do not therefore arise, and a party can make no

financial claim on the other, consequential to the marriage.



PART TWO

CHAPTER 9. 

FINANCIAL ORDERS

As soon, or better still, before you have decided that your marriage has broken

down and you wish to divorce, you must consider the financial implications. When a

couple divorce or end a civil partnership, everything which has been earned,

inherited or owned during the marriage are considered matrimonial assets and

become available for division between the parties. They all fall into the one pot to

be divided up. Having the marriage dissolved is the easy bit. It is dividing up the

assets which can lead to arguments, bad feeling between you and your ex (and

their family), together with delay and expense which all stands in your way of

getting on with your new life. You therefore have two options. The first is to talk and

agree with your spouse the division and then, having reached agreement, have the

court make an order by consent. This is the most sensible, the cheapest and quickest

method, and it will certainly prove the least stressful. It can result in you remaining

friends with your ex after the divorce and, if you have children, that will pay

dividends for both of you and the children.

The alternative is to apply to the court and pay them to help you reach an

agreement after which, if you are still unable to agree a fair division, they will divide

up the assets on your behalf. It will go without saying that the process will be

stressful, lengthy, cost money and will cause long lasting bad feeling between you

and your former spouse. The division of property and financial assets between

spouses is decided within the divorce proceedings in accordance with the

Matrimonial Causes Act 1973. An application for a financial order will bear the same

case number as given by the court to the divorce petition. The person who applies

for the financial order will now however be referred to as the applicant, irrespective

of whether they were the petitioner or respondent in the application for a divorce.

Applications for financial orders used to be called ancillary applications, as they

were ancillary to the divorce proceedings. An order redistributing the matrimonial

assets can be made by the court, no matter who earned or acquired the assets.

Unlike with the strict rules of property ownership, the courts are given a wide

discretion to vary interest in property. The question is therefore ‘to whom shall this

be given’ rather than ‘who is the legal owner of this property’.



The emphasis will be on family assets, and if one spouse owned a house, or

acquired some other asset before marrying, but brought it into the marriage and

used it together with his or her spouse, then this will be counted as a matrimonial

asset available for division. With a view to keeping costs under control, the court will

manage the proceedings and expect the parties to make offers and proposals, and

for these to be given proper consideration at every stage. In managing financial

applications the courts have a duty to:

These principles apply just as much to where the court is asked to make an order

agreed between the parties, as to where the court decides the issues for the

parties.

ensure that the parties are on an equal footing;

avoid unnecessary expense;

ensure that cases are dealt with proportionately to the money involved and the

financial position of each party;

ensure that cases are dealt with expeditiously and fairly.



CHAPTER 10. 

THE ORDERS AVAILABLE

The range of financial orders which courts are able to make on divorce, by consent

or otherwise, are contained in sections 23, 24, and 24a of the Matrimonial Causes

Act 1973 and in a number of more recent amendments to the Act. These are

basically the orders which are set out in the prayer to a divorce petition and which

you will have asked the court to make (but not to proceed with) if you are the

petitioner. The court may make a number of orders:

Section 22 of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 allows a court in divorce

proceedings to order one spouse to pay maintenance to the other ‘pending suit’, in

such sum ‘as the court thinks reasonable’. This gives a court a very wide discretion –

'as wide and unfettered discretion as can be imagined', in the time-honoured words

of one High Court judge. Therefore, once a divorce petition has been issued, the

court can order a spouse to make regular cash payments to the other until the

divorce proceedings have been finalised. This is known as maintenance pending

suit. The court can also and often will make an order known as an occupation order,

setting out who should live in the house until divorce or other orders have been

made, if it can be shown that it is not possible for both to stay living in the house

together. They cannot however order a spouse to make substantial payments, pay

lump sums or divide assets until the divorce has been pronounced.Applications for

maintenance pending suit can be made at any time between the commencement of

proceedings and pronouncement of decree nisi. The order can be backdated to the

date of the petition and will come to an end on the pronouncement of decree

absolute. After the divorce has been finalised, the maintenance pending suit order

will often be continued, but replaced by a periodical payments order.As the

maintenance pending suit order will be for a limited period, full investigation of the

spouses’ resources and financial needs will not be undertaken. That may come later,

when final orders are sought. The test is just what the other spouse can afford to

pay, given his own requirements and liabilities. Applications for maintenance

pending suit are made by way of the prescribed application Form A. If the

application pre-dates exchange of Forms E, you must file with the application a

draft order and a ‘…short sworn statement explaining why the order is necessary,

and giving the necessary information about their means’. If the respondent has not

filed Form E, they must file a sworn statement seven days before the hearing.

MAINTENANCE PENDING SUIT ORDERS



Where Forms E have been exchanged, sworn statements and draft orders are not

required under the Rules. Nevertheless, a draft order will assist the court and, in a

complicated case, a statement setting out relevant facts should be prepared to

assist the judge. The rules require that the court lists the maintenance pending suit

hearing not less than 14 days after the application has been made. As with all

financial order rules, your application is subject to the ‘overriding objective’ that the

court deals with cases justly between the parties. Applications for maintenance

pending suit are generally listed for half an hour. This may be insufficient to deal

with all issues, especially as it can be usual for the hearing to incorporate other

matters, such as the first directions appointment. The leading cases on the

principles to be applied on an application for maintenance pending suit have

established the following:

The sole criterion to be applied in determining an application is

‘reasonableness’, which can probably be construed as ‘fairness’.

A very important factor in determining fairness is the marital standard of living.

This does not however mean that the court must replicate that standard.

In every maintenance pending suit application there should be a specific

maintenance pending suit budget which excludes capital or long-term

expenditure, which will be considered at the final hearing. That budget should

be examined critically in every case, to exclude exaggeration.

Where the affidavit or Form E disclosed by the payer is obviously deficient, the

court should not hesitate to make robust assumptions about the ability to pay.

The court is not confined to the mere say-so of the payer as to the extent of

their income or resources in such a situation. The court should err in favour of

the payee.

Where the paying party has historically been supported by payments from a

third party, and now asserts that the payments have stopped, the court is

justified in assuming that the third party will continue to make the payments at

least until final trial.

There is a limit to what the court can do in the time available. In the absence of oral

evidence and cross-examination, the court cannot make findings of fact as to a

party’s credibility or draw inferences as to the extent of the respondent’s income.

The court will be helped in its deliberations by the extent of compliance by the

paying party with his or her duty to make full and frank disclosure; and the force of

the points you make in the light of the disclosure made by the paying party, and the

other evidence of the lifestyle and spending of that party.



If a paying party asserts that he does not have the means to meet the maintenance

pending suit claimed, it is for them to provide full and compelling disclosure to

demonstrate that this is the case, and thus that the assertions of the applicant that

he or she is more wealthy are based on sand and have little or no reasonable

prospect of success. Thus, full and frank disclosure by the paying party can avoid or

minimise the unfairness or oppression to that party, which would result from a court

not accepting his or her assertions as to means.

Section 23 allows the court to make what are sometimes referred to as periodical

payments orders, but which are in effect spousal maintenance orders. They can last

for as long as the court considers reasonable and they can be secured if this is

considered necessary and appropriate. The courts now favour a clean break, and

when periodical payments are ordered, this will usually be only for a limited period,

sufficient to allow the spouse to find employment or train for employment. Long-

term maintenance will only be ordered where the marriage has been long and the

spouse receiving maintenance has little prospect of being able to secure work or

suffers from a disability. Secured periodical payments will only be ordered if the

spouse has sufficient assets to provide a security. If there is security available and

also reason to believe that a spouse ordered to make periodical payments will

default, then they will be ordered to provide a security. Thus, in the case of W-v-W,

where the husband was described as devious and obstructive, and in the case of

Agett, where the husband was likely to move overseas, secured orders were made.

PERIODICAL PAYMENT ORDERS

Unsecured periodical payments cease on the payer’s death, but secured periodical

payments will continue and be paid after death, from the estate of the person

ordered to pay maintenance. They will only cease on the death or remarriage of the

spouse receiving them, unless an application to vary is made and there is a further

court order. Periodical payment orders will also come to an end should the person

receiving them remarry. Unlike lump sum and property adjustment orders, they can

be varied on an application to the court should either spouse’s circumstances

change. For this reason, they do not provide the certainty obtained from a clean

break, where property adjustment or a lump sum is provided. Remarriage

automatically terminates periodical payments to the spouse who remarries. A

spouse who is about to remarry and is receiving maintenance under a periodical

payments order is under a duty to tell the court and their former spouse.

Cohabitation outside of marriage may lead the court to decide that a party no

longer needs the support of a former spouse, but it will not be considered the same

as remarriage, and there is no automatic ending of financial provision.



The court is always able to vary or discharge periodical payments orders. It can also

vary or discharge an order for the sale of property, but is not able to vary a property

adjustment order or a lump sum order. The reason for this is that property

adjustment and lump sum orders are meant to be final, and made in full and final

settlement of all claims. The court now has power to discharge a maintenance order

in favour of a spouse and make a lump sum order or property adjustment order

instead. This is useful to enable a spouse to capitalise their maintenance, but those

being required to pay a lump sum instead of maintenance should be wary of an

intended remarriage, which would in any event bring the maintenance obligation to

an end. Applications to vary an order will usually only be appropriate for a former

spouse paying maintenance when:

A spouse receiving maintenance could therefore apply when the paying spouse’s

income has increased or where there are changes in their requirements which justify

an upward variation. When considering an application to vary maintenance orders,

the court must have regard to all the circumstances of the case, including any

change in the matters to which the court was required to have regard when making

the original order, including as a first consideration the welfare of a minor child.

They have suffered a drop in income or been made redundant or unemployed;

They have acquired a second family to support, so that there are new financial

needs and obligations;

The spouse receiving the payments is now living with another person and should

be expected to receive support from the purpose.

PROPERTY ADJUSTMENT ORDERS

Property adjustment orders can be made in respect of just about any kind of

property, and not just houses and the matrimonial home. The court can also transfer

the tenancy of a rented property. The courts have a very wide discretion to vary the

interests in and divide up the equity in the matrimonial home. It makes little

difference as to whose name the property is held. There are a variety of orders

available to the court, when considering what is to happen to the family home:

a sale with division of the proceeds in equal or any other shares,

outright transfer of one spouse’s interest to the other,

a transfer of one spouse’ interest to the other, with a lump sum adjustment, if

appropriate.



The court may therefore order that a party to the marriage transfers to the other

party or to a child of the family their share in a jointly owned property, and may also

order that the property should be sold. There are therefore a number of possibilities

open to the court. The first is an outright transfer of what will often be the

matrimonial home with or without compensation of some sort to the other spouse

for the loss of their investment. This compensation can be by not having to pay

maintenance or, if it can be raised, a lump sum payment. This will then satisfy the

clean break provision and have the advantages of there being a clean break.

Remember, however, that even when an outright transfer releases a party from

having to pay maintenance for his ex, this will not affect the obligation to pay

maintenance for children. An outright transfer of property is particularly appropriate

when a spouse is deceitful and likely to try and avoid supporting the other spouse on

a long-term basis. The husband’s conduct in the case of Bryant was such that the

court felt that the only way they could ensure he support his wife and children was

by ordering an outright transfer of the home. When an outright transfer of usually

the matrimonial home is not considered fair, but there is a need to provide

accommodation for a spouse and the children, then what is known as Mesher or

Martin Orders will be considered. These are orders postponing the sale of the home,

and will be particularly relevant when the matrimonial home is the major or only

family asset, but the equity in it is insufficient to allow for it to be sold and the

proceeds used to buy other homes for the parties. The home will have to be kept as

a home for the children, but by so doing and by not ordering an immediate sale,

there will be no assets to compensate the other spouse for the loss of his interest in

the home.

The answer which the courts have found in these circumstances is therefore to

postpone the sale of the home during the minority of the children, and for it not to

be sold until the youngest has completed full time education. In the case of Mesher,

it was found to be unfair to transfer the matrimonial home to the wife absolutely, as

that would deprive the husband of the interest he had earned in the home.

However, the wife needed a home where she could live with the child. An order was

therefore made that the matrimonial home be held on trust for sale with the sale

suspended so long as the child was under 18 years of age or further order. The wife

was to be equally responsible for the mortgage payments and was solely

responsible for the outgoings on the property.There are however disadvantages. In

Carson, a Mesher order had been made, whereby the matrimonial home was to be

sold when the children reached 18 and the sale proceeds, then divided equally

between the parties, with the wife paying the mortgage until sale. The wife got into

financial difficulties and couldn’t keep up the payments. It was also obvious that,

when the house was sold, there would not be enough money for the wife to re-

house herself.



A further disadvantage is a financial link will exist between the parties for many

years after the marriage has been dissolved. In Dinch, a Mesher order was made by

consent, whereby the husband agreed to pay maintenance plus half of the

mortgage. He was made redundant and therefore unable to continue the

maintenance payment. The wife found herself unable to accommodate herself with

half of the sale proceeds and would be homeless if the property was sold. She

applied to vary the order and for an outright transfer in the light of not having

received the maintenance intended. The House of Lords held that the Mesher order

was a final and conclusive settlement, which excluded any further claim in relation

to the property. The courts did not have power to vary a Mesher order once made,

unless the words ‘or further order’ is included. Martin orders are a variation of

Mesher orders. Just as in a Mesher order, the home is settled on one of the spouses,

but here the house will not be sold until the spouse remarries or dies, or voluntarily

removes from the property or cohabits with another person. This avoids the problem

of the house having to be sold when the children grow up, and gives the remaining

spouse greater security. In the case of Martin, the husband had found other

accommodation. The wife needed a secure roof over her head, and it was held that

the property should be held jointly by the parties on trust for the wife during her

lifetime, or until her remarriage or voluntarily removal, whichever first occurred. The

wife was to pay the mortgage instalments until sale.

These are not the only variations. The courts have ordered a remaining spouse to

pay an occupation rent to the other spouse, under the terms of a Martin order. This

will be most appropriate where there is no outstanding mortgage, or where the

spouse remaining in occupation has sufficient income to afford the payments. When

the marriage has been short and there are no children, the court is likely to order a

sale, if this has not been agreed, or one spouse has not agreed or is unable to buy

out the other. However, in cases where there are children involved and where the

marriage is of some length, a sale is unlikely to be ordered forthwith, as a

consequence of the disruption it would cause to the children. The longer the

marriage, the less important it will be as to who contributed to the purchase of the

home. After a short marriage, the court may well look at what financial contributions

were made to the home and decide that the person who put in the most should

have the most out. However, where it is a long marriage, the courts are less

interested in contributions in money terms, and they will recognize the non-financial

contribution of the other spouse. For instance, a wife’s contribution to keeping the

home and family running, and looking after children so that the husband might go

out to work, may count for as much as the husband’s financial contribution.



An important consideration is likely to be whether the net proceeds of sale of the

house are sufficient to enable each of the spouses, with the aid of such mortgage

as they might be able to obtain, to buy an adequate property for their own

occupation. If enough money can be realised by a sale of the home to enable each

spouse to rehouse themselves (and any dependent children), the courts may well

order an immediate sale of the home. Even if one spouse wants to stay living in the

home, it may not be practicable or fair to the other. The house may also have to be

sold, where the combined resources of husband and wife are insufficient to keep up

the mortgage repayments on the existing home and to provide accommodation for

the other spouse.

These comply with the clean break provisions and, as one off payments, have the

advantage of being easier to enforce than maintenance payments. Lump sum

orders can also provide a spouse with a needed investment to re-establish his or her

self. Thus, in the case of Nicholas, a lump sum was given to the wife in order that

she could set up in business running a guest house. Obviously, lump sum orders are

only possible where the resources available allow. Normally, a spouse will not be

required to sell a business which is owned and producing a needed income to raise

a lump sum. In Kiely, a lump sum order was quashed because it could only be raised

by selling the matrimonial home, and in Smith a lump sum order was set aside on

appeal because it would involve selling off part of the husband’s business. Lump

sum orders can be deferred but may carry interest, if they are not paid immediately

or within the time scale allowed. In appropriate circumstances, the lump sum can be

secured

LUMP SUM ORDERS

ORDERS RELATING TO PENSIONS

A pension can be the biggest asset in divorce after the family home, and the court

will take into account any pensions and pension rights that you or your spouse have

when you split up. Section 25 (b) MCA imposes a duty on the court to consider the

pension provision of the parties, when deciding financial provision. The court is given

a duty to have regard to any pension benefits under a pension scheme which a

party to the marriage has or is likely to have and any benefits which a party to the

marriage is likely to lose the chance of acquiring because the marriage has been

dissolved. Often, the value of a pension will be offset against other assets, such as

your ex-spouses share in the matrimonial home.



By this, the court will order a lump sum or property order in favour of the party with

the least pension provision, to compensate that party for the loss of pension

provision and to give the party some financial security on retirement.

1. OFF SETTING

Notwithstanding the very wide powers of the court, there are some things which a

judge cannot order. The court cannot order one party to pay off the debts of

another or to transfer a debt from one person to the other. Banks and building

societies are not parties to the proceedings and cannot be ordered to transfer a

mortgage liability or to withhold possession proceedings.Orders relating to the

maintenance of children are almost exclusively the province of the Child

Maintenance Service, and the court can only make orders in very limited

circumstances or where the amount of maintenance is agreed. These specials

circumstances will include cases where a parent’s earnings are above the maximum

amount of income dealt with by the Child Maintenance Service (previously the Child

Support Agency) or where the CMS does not have jurisdiction because a parent is

living abroad. The court may however make orders for a parent to pay a child’s

school fees or for a parent to pay expenses attributable to a child’s disability.Cases

where the court can make orders as to maintenance for children are therefore:

2. PENSION ATTACHMENT ORDER (PENSION EARMARKING)

Here, one spouse will receive a share of the other spouse’s pension rights earmarked

for him or her, and which will become payable when the other spouse retires. Should

the spouse for whom the pension is earmarked remarry, nothing will be received.

3. PENSION SHARING ORDER

This is splitting the pension rights between the parties. It will usually be necessary to

obtain professional advice on the value of pension rights for the guidance of the

court before an order is made.

ORDERS WHICH CANNOT BE MADE

When maintenance is sought for a child of the family who is not the child of the

payer, such as in the case of a stepchild;

Maintenance for a child who is aged over 19;

Monies for the payment of school fees;



Where the child is disabled, and maintenance is sought to meet expenses

attributable to the disability;

When the child is not habitually resident in England and Wales; 

andIn the case of wealthy parents, where maintenance is sought above the

child support level.

Thus, in the case of Re: A, the husband had accepted responsibility for the wife’s

two children from a previous relationship. The children’s natural father made no

contribution. The court decided that the husband had fully understood his

commitment and responsibility to the children, and he was ordered to pay

maintenance for them. In Sibley, a husband was ordered to pay for the private

education of the children, as this had been jointly planned by the parties before the

divorce. Where matters are agreed between the spouses which cannot be ordered

by the court, they can be included in the order and given legal effect by way of an

undertaking. The order will therefore be made on the basis of a party giving an

undertaking to the court as to a specific action. If not complied with, it can then be

enforced to the same extent as if an order of the court.



CHAPTER 11. WHAT 

THE COURT MUST TAKE

INTO CONSIDERATION

The matters to which a court must have regard when deciding financial issues on

divorce are set out in Sections 25 and 25a of the Matrimonial Causes Act. These

sections of the Act direct the court to have regard to the following factors when

exercising its powers:

The income, earning capacity, property and other financial resources of the

parties. The court must have regard to the income and capital of both parties,

including any that they are likely to receive in the foreseeable future. A party’s

earning capacity is a resource where the court will consider what it is likely to

be in the foreseeable future;

The financial needs, obligations, and responsibilities of the parties. The court

must have regard to all such matters, including those which can be foreseen in

the foreseeable future. They will include living expenses and liabilities such as a

mortgage that has to be paid;

Standard of living enjoyed by the family prior to the breakdown. The court will

exercise its powers so that the marriage breakdown will have the least possible

effect on the standard of living of the parties;

The age of the parties and duration of the marriage. Age will usually have

relevance to job and earning prospects. When a marriage is short, a party will

have a lesser claim than had they been married for a long time. However, where

there is a short marriage with young children, the claim will not necessarily be

reduced;

Disabilities. The court must take into account any physical or mental disability of

either of the parties;

Contributions to the welfare of the family. It is specifically provided that this

includes any contribution made by looking after the home or caring for the

family. Thus, a wife who gives up her job and contributes nothing to the family

by way of income will still have the value of her activities as homemaker and

bringing up the children recognized;

Conduct. This will only be relevant in case of gross misconduct;

The value of any lost benefit. The court will take into account the value of lost

benefits such as pension rights.



Thus, when deciding whether or not to make an order and whether to exercise its

powers, the court must consider all the circumstances of the case, but give first

consideration to the welfare of any minor children of the family. However, in

financial proceedings (unlike where the court is considering making a child

arrangements order under the Children Act 1989), this does not mean that the

welfare of the children overrides all other considerations.

The income, earning capacity, property and other financial resources which

each of the parties to the marriage has or is likely to have in the foreseeable

future, including in the case of earning capacity any increase in that capacity

which it would in the opinion of the court be reasonable to expect a party to the

marriage to take steps to acquire;

The financial needs, obligations and responsibilities which each of the parties to

the marriage has or is likely to have in the foreseeable future;

The standard of living enjoyed by the family before the breakdown of the

marriage;

The age of each party to the marriage and the duration of the marriage;

Any physical or mental disability of either of the parties to the marriage;

Any contributions made by each of the parties to the welfare of the family,

including any contributions made by looking after the home or caring for a

family;

SECTION 25 MATRIMONIAL CAUSES ACT 1973

Section 25a then continues and provides: ‘Where on or after the grant of a decree

of divorce or nullity of marriage, the court decides to exercise its powers in favour of

a party to the marriage, it shall be the duty of the court to consider whether it would

be appropriate so to exercise those powers that the financial obligations of each

party towards the other will be terminated as soon after the grant of the decree, as

the court considers just and reasonable. ’In other words, to make a clean break

order.

Paragraph 2 says: ‘Where the court decides in such a case to make a periodical

payments or secured periodical payments order in favour of a party to the marriage,

the court shall in particular consider whether it would be appropriate to require

those payments to be made or secured only for such period as would in the opinion

of the court be sufficient to enable a party in whose favour the order is made to

adjust without undue hardship to the termination of his or her financial dependence

on the other party.’



The final paragraph 3 sets out: ‘Where on or after the grant of a decree of divorce

or nullity of marriage an application is made by a party to the marriage for a

periodical payments or secured periodical payments order in his or her favour then,

if the court considers that no continuing obligation should be imposed on either

party to make or secure periodical payments in favour of the other, the court may

dismiss the application, with a direction that the applicant shall not be entitled to

make any further applications in relation to that marriage for an order for

maintenance payments. ’In addition to the above, the court is also required to look

at the pension provisions which the parties have. Section 25 therefore requires the

court to look at all the circumstances of the case. What this means, especially after

the landmark House of Lords case in 2000 of White-v-White, is that the court should

be fair to both parties. The starting point will almost always be an equal division of

the matrimonial assets. In the great majority of cases however, the court will decide

that one party or the other should receive a greater share. There must however be a

good reason for this. Therefore, the fair division which the court is required to make

will start with a yardstick of equal shares, and then any good reasons to depart from

this division will be looked at. Courts will always look first at the housing needs of

the parties. In a usual case, the court’s first concern will be to provide a home for

the children and the person who is to look after them. Often, there may not be much

left following this but when there is, it is likely to be used to enable the absent

parent to re-house themselves.

An example is in the case of B-v-B. Here, the only asset was the sale proceeds of

the former matrimonial home. The wife did not work and cared for their eight-year-

old daughter. She received all the sale proceeds. The husband appealed on the

basis that this was unfair and that he should receive a share of the property either

immediately or at some later date. The appeal was dismissed. There was only just

enough to house the wife and child and this had to be the first consideration.

Another important consideration and probably number two on the list will be helping

the parties to work, support themselves and be independent after the divorce.

Often, one party may need capital provision for education or training in the divorce

settlement to enable for this. Section 25 requires that the court must give first

consideration to the welfare of the children of the family. This is somewhat different

to the provisions of the Children Act, where the child’s welfare is the paramount

consideration of the court, overriding all other considerations. In ancillary financial

matrimonial proceedings, the court must consider all the circumstances, but bear in

mind the importance of ensuring the welfare of the children.Child of the family is

defined within the act to include a child of both parties and any other child who has

been treated by both parties as a child of their family. This will therefore include a

stepchild.



Therefore, ensuring the welfare of the children and in particular their housing needs

is often the first call on the matrimonial assets. Where there are limited matrimonial

assets, the needs of the children are likely to determine what order is made, and this

will often leave little surplus to be split between the spouses. The weight given to

each requirement in Section 25 MCA will depend on the facts of each particular

case and the judgement of the court called upon to make the decision on the day.

The court will always look at the reality of the situation. This means that it may well

go beyond what a party says he or she earns or possesses. What will be taken into

consideration is the income and property which could reasonably be available to

any party, if he or she so wished. The court will often look at a party’s lifestyle, and

make a reasonable assumption from that. Where it seems to the court that there has

been deliberate concealment of assets, then the court could well take this into

account as conduct, such as to reduce an entitlement.

Consideration will be given to a spouse’s earning capacity. It will look not only at

the present earning capacity but, in accordance with the guidelines, the court will

consider how this earning capacity can be promoted and bettered. Thus, often a

nonworking spouse will be expected to find suitable employment either immediately

or as soon as young children in their care allow this to be practical. In one case, the

court expected a wife aged 39 who was a qualified secretary to make the most of

her earning capacity once the youngest child, aged 13, had left school. This would

enable the wife to raise a mortgage, which would then entitle the husband to a

larger share when the former matrimonial home had to be sold. The court will take

into account a potential inheritance under a will, where the inheritance is likely to

occur in the foreseeable future. If the inheritance is uncertain, and the death of the

testator unlikely in the foreseeable future, then the interest in the will is not likely be

considered as part of the spouse’s income or property.

Thus, in one case a wife had an interest under her mother’s will. The mother was

aged 64 and had high blood pressure. The prospect of the wife’s inheritance was

not taken into consideration. As the judge said, the world is full of women in their

80s who had high blood pressure in their 60s. In another case, the interest of a wife

in a 79 year old mother’s will was not considered, as the mother was in good health,

and the inheritance was not considered to be in the foreseeable future. Where a

spouse has received or is likely to have an entitlement to compensation or damages

from a personal injury claim, then this will in all probability be considered as a part

of that spouse’s income or property. However, in cases of small awards specifically

for pain or suffering, or where there is a disability which absorbs all the

compensation or damages, then the award may well be disregarded.



In the case of Wagstaff, the husband had been seriously injured in a road traffic

accident and was confined to a wheelchair. He received a substantial amount in

damages and bought a house specifically adapted to his needs and invested the

balance in a business. The wife was awarded a lump sum from the balance in a

clean break settlement. This was set aside on appeal by the husband, but the wife

appealed further to the court of appeal. She succeeded on the basis that damages

for loss of amenity and pain and suffering were part of that spouse’s financial

resources. In this case there was a clear disparity between the parties, and

sufficient money was available to provide a lump sum to the wife. The fact that one

party can claim state benefit does not entitle the other party to throw the burden of

support on to the state. However, when a family has a low income and small assets,

then the availability of state benefit will be a consideration.

Often, a spouse will have available resources from his or her family or a third party.

The court would have regard to the potential availability of money and assets which

are likely to be available from these other people. There is however a limit to this,

and undue pressure to maintain a spouse will not be thrown onto a third party.In the

case of Thomas, the husband was the manager of a successful family business and

a ‘name’ at Lloyd's. The policy of the business was to pay a modest salary and then

plough the profits back into the business. Notwithstanding this modest salary and a

number of debts, the husband was ordered to pay a substantial lump sum by way of

a clean break order. He appealed.The appeal was dismissed. The court held that

resources were not limited to capital or income actually held by the parties. Where

a spouse enjoyed access to wealth but no absolute entitlement to it, the court

would not act in direct invasion of the rights or the discretion of a third party to put

them under pressure to act in a way which would enchant the means of the

maintaining spouse. However, the court would not ignore potential wealth owned or

administered by third parties for a spouse.

In another case, a wife came from a wealthy family and was a beneficiary under

substantial settlements. She was ordered to pay the husband a lump sum since the

court considered it proper to treat the settlement as an asset. She was quite able to

borrow or raise money against it. Following on from a divorce, a party may remarry

or live with a new partner. The income of that new partner will be considered in so

far as that income relievers the party of financial obligations which they would

otherwise have. The court is therefore able to call for information about a new

spouse or partner’s means. An order will not be made however, which would result in

the sum ordered being paid out of a new partner’s income or capital. When property

was owned by a spouse before the marriage, a claim is probably weaker than that

of property acquired during the marriage. 



Section 2 (b) deals with needs and obligations.A major one as we have seen will be

the demands of bringing up the children and in particular the housing needs of the

children and the party who will care for them. When considering the parties’ needs,

the court will also be minded of legal obligations to a second family. It has been

held that where a husband has taken on the legal responsibility of maintaining a

new wife, this is a responsibility which will be given the same weight as any other

responsibility. In the case of Stockford, a husband remarried and took on fresh

financial liabilities to buy a home for his second wife and their child. The second

wife stopped working when their baby was due and the husband’s only capital was

tied up in the first home, which was occupied by his first wife. The court decided

that the first wife could now go out to work and reduced the husband’s

maintenance order accordingly.

In another case, the judge said: ‘When assessing the amount of financial provision,

the court should have first regards to the needs of the wife and the children for

proper support. It should then consider the husband’s ability to meet these needs in

the light of the real world. A former husband is entitled to balance his future

aspirations for a new life against his responsibilities to his former family. ’Section 25

(1) (c) requires the court to have regard to the standard of living enjoyed by the

family. Nearly always, divorce will result in a reduction in the standard of living, and

when this is inevitable, the court will seek to distribute that reduction as evenly as

possible. Section 25 (1) (d) requires the court to take into consideration the age of

the parties. A young wife is more likely to be awarded a clean break settlement than

her older sister. The young wife is likely to remarry and have career prospects, where

the older wife is less likely to be able to work and may be able only to fall back on

state benefits and pension. The duration of a marriage is also a most important

consideration for the court.

Short childless marriages are likely to result in either no financial provision being

ordered or being ordered for only a limited period. This will be particularly the case

in that of a young wife who has career prospects and is able to go out to work.

Cohabitation before marriage will usually not be relevant, as the rights and duties

and obligations of the parties only begin on marriage. The courts have said that

they will not cheapen marriage by comparing it with cohabitation. However, in

instances where the parties have been prevented from getting married and

therefore forced to cohabit, this period might be taken into consideration and taken

into account as ‘other circumstances with which the court could have regard’.

Section 25 (1) (e) allows the court to make provision for a party who suffers from a

physical or mental disability. This is fairly self-explanatory.



Section 25 (1) (f) deals with the contributions made by each party to the welfare of

the family. It is this which gives provision to a non-working spouse’s entitlement,

often to the matrimonial home, based upon contribution in kind to the family’s

wellbeing by looking after the home and children. Contributions to the running of a

family business will also be recognized. A lack of contribution can be a minus fact.

Such will often not be relevant behaviour to be considered but can lead to a smaller

share under this section. The conduct and behaviour of the parties is a factor to be

considered in the final subsection 25 (1) (g). The leading case on this is Wachtel,

where the court held that conduct would be relevant to the consideration of

financial and property claimants only if it was 'both obvious and gross’. The courts

wish to avoid going over allegations and counter-allegations of matrimonial

misconduct, unless they are relevant to the financial claims.

Most certainly, adultery by one party will not be considered relevant conduct. In the

case of Duxbury, where the wife had left the husband and children to live with

somebody else, the court said that this was a financial exercise, not a moral one.

There are cases however where conduct can be relevant. Jones is a case where the

husband attacked his wife with a knife causing her severe injuries. The matrimonial

home was transferred to the wife outright in order to give her security, but also

possibly because the husband was imprisoned for three years for the attack. In

Armstrong, where the wife fired a shot gun at her husband and in Bateman, where

the wife stabbed her husband on two separate occasions, this conduct was

considered relevant. Repugnant sexual behaviour can influence an order. In one

case, a wife had an affair with her father-in-law, and in the case of Dixon the

husband committed adultery with his daughter-in-law in the matrimonial home. In

both cases, the financial provision order was affected by what the court considered

as repugnant behaviour.

Financial misconduct may especially be taken into account. Thus, in Martin, where

the husband squandered the family assets on unsuccessful business ventures, the

wife was awarded a sum equal to the amount wasted by the husband. In Wells, the

husband had failed to comply with an order for maintenance pending suit, and as a

consequence his share of the matrimonial home was reduced accordingly. In the

case of Suter, the wife had invited her young lover to come and live with her in the

matrimonial home, without requiring him to make any contribution. As a result, the

husband's obligation to the wife was reduced. In another case of B-v-B, the wife

refused to disclose her income, which was found to be not only a contempt of court,

but conduct which would be taken into account. The lump sum she received was

reduced.



The courts have also found that where a party abandons a spouse without reason,

this will be conduct to take into consideration. In West, the wife refused to live in the

matrimonial home with the husband, therefore bringing the marriage to an end. Her

entitlement was reduced. In another case, the husband had purchased the

matrimonial home from his own resources and put it in the joint names of himself

and his wife. Unbeknown to him, she was having an affair at the time with the co-

respondent. The wife asked for the house to be sold so that she could take her half

share and set up home with the co-respondent. The court found the application

impudent, and because of the way she had behaved refused her application. In the

case of Kyte, the husband suffered from depression and was unpredictable and

suicidal. On one occasion when the husband had attempted suicide, the wife had

taken no steps to prevent the attempt. On another, she had actively encouraged

him to commit suicide and taunted him when he did not go through with it. The wife

obtained a divorce on the grounds of unreasonable behaviour. The husband then

discovered that his wife had been carrying on a secret affair and that the

proceedings were in reality an attempt to get rid of him so that she could get

together with the other man.

She had lied to the court about the extent of her relationship with the other man.

The court held that her behaviour included any relevant conduct during and after

the marriage which might have contributed to its breakdown or which it would be

otherwise inequitable to ignore, regardless of whether or not the other spouse’s

conduct was platonic. The wife’s conduct not only in actively assisting or taking no

steps to prevent the husband’s suicide attempts, when she knew she would gain

financially if he succeeded, but also in forming a deceitful relationship with another

man was gross and obvious conduct, which it would be inequitable to disregard

even taking into account the husband’s own conduct. The lump sum she would

otherwise have obtained was therefore reduced.



CHAPTER 12. 

CLEAN BREAK ORDERS

Section 25 (A) MCA provides that the court, on making a financial order, has a duty

to consider whether it would be appropriate to exercise its powers to make the

order in such a way that the financial obligation of each of the parties towards the

other will be terminated as soon after the grant of the decree, as the court

considers proper. The court must therefore give thought to the advantages of a

clean break order. They are not obliged to impose a clean break; they are only

obliged to consider whether a clean break is appropriate and fair in all the

circumstances of the case. In practice, clean break orders tend to be made where

the parties are relatively young, financially independent, and have no dependent

children. The welfare of the children of the family does not rule out a clean break,

but it will often make a clean break inappropriate. Where a spouse’s future is

uncertain, the court may well wish to make a nominal periodical payments order to

provide a safety net if things go wrong, rather than a clean break.

Thus, in one case the parties were in their 50s and it had been a long marriage. The

wife had very limited earning ability and cared for the youngest child aged 10. The

husband had no assets as his business had failed, but he did have earning capacity.

A nominal maintenance order was therefore made in the wife’s favour, to allow her

to apply to increase the maintenance to a reasonable level, should the husband’s

income increase. Either a lump sum order or an outright transfer of the matrimonial

home can form the basis of a clean break. In effect, the spouse paying the lump

sum or transferring his or her share in the matrimonial home is trading off the

obligation, which otherwise would have been to pay periodical payments as spousal

maintenance. A lump sum can also be used as an investment to generate income

for the maintenance of one of the spouses, when there is sufficient money also

available to take care of the party’s accommodation needs. However, more

commonly it will be paid to enable a spouse who will not be retaining the

matrimonial home to purchase other accommodation. Whilst section 25 (A) (1) MCA

encourages the court to grant a clean break, it discourages ongoing maintenance

payments to a spouse and property settlements whereby the property is transferred

to one spouse, but on terms that it be sold at some future date and the proceeds

then divided. Such orders result in the parties remaining tied together financially,

with the trouble and difficulty that this can cause. Although this is likely to be

disadvantageous, the ultimate duty of the court is to come to the fairest and most

appropriate form of settlement. In some cases, a clean break will simply not be

possible.



In the case of Clutton, the parties divorced after nearly 20 years of marriage. There

was one child still living at home with the wife, who had a small income. The

husband’s income was modest and there were a number of debts. The court initially

transferred the house to the wife, with a charge of £7,000 to the husband and an

order that he pay maintenance. This was appealed and a clean break was imposed,

transferring the house to the wife with no charge but with her maintenance order

being cancelled. The husband appealed to the court of appeal. It was held there

that the absolute transfer to the wife deprived the husband unfairly of his share. The

court had tried too hard to impose a clean break here, as fairness in this situation

did not make one possible. An order was made that the house be settled on the

wife to be sold when the wife died, remarried or cohabited. In some instances, a

clean break is not possible straightaway, but can be envisaged after a while, to

allow a spouse to become self-sufficient. Section 25 (A) (2) MCA therefore requires

the court to consider allowing an adjustment period, during which maintenance is

paid, but after which period it will cease and effectively a clean break take place.

Thus, in the case of Evans, maintenance for the wife was limited to three years, by

which time the children would not be so dependent upon her and she would be able

to go out and work. In Hodges, a maintenance order was limited to 18 months. The

wife was aged 37; there were no children and the limited period for her to receive

maintenance ordered allowed her to adjust to her situation after the breakdown of

a short marriage which had not caused a setback to her job prospects. When

making limited term maintenance orders, the court can also make an order

preventing the person receiving the money from applying for an extension of the

order. The court also has powers under section 25 (A) (3) to dismiss an application

for a maintenance order, and at the same time direct that the applicant may not

make any further applications for maintenance.

A limited time order under section 25 (A) (2) will not however always be possible.

The court will be reluctant to place a time limit on an order where the future is

uncertain and cannot be predicted. Thus, in Suter, the wife was aged 31, lived with a

young man and had two children aged 14 and 8. Her relationship with the young

man was too uncertain and she had no intention of remarrying. The court felt that it

was not possible to predict with any confidence that she would be able to adjust to

financial independence. A nominal maintenance order was made without any order

under section 25 (a) (2).



CHAPTER 13. 

FAMILY MEDIATION

Family mediation is a voluntary and confidential process, where you and your former

partner sit down with a trained mediator, whose job it is to help you both come to

your own decisions over issues in dispute following the breakdown of your

relationship. Separation, divorce and family breakup give rise to any number of

practical and emotional issues. These can be ideally resolved in the private and

supportive setting which family mediation provides. At such a stressful and difficult

time, many couples find it hard to talk to each other directly, but with the help of a

trained professional mediator agreement can be reached on issues such as

financial matters and where the children are going to live, together with any other

matter arising from the breakup of the family. Professionally trained family

mediators provide you with the tools to untangle all the strands around family

breakdown, whether it is before, during or after the event, and offer you a

structured process that helps you focus on your practical plans for the future. By

resolving disputed issues with your ex through mediation, you stay in control of all

the decisions that affect you and your children.

Mediation is also typically a fraction of the cost and much quicker than going

through the court process to have issues between you decided. Research shows that

mediation is cost-effective and quicker than using lawyer negotiation, the courts or

any other forms of dispute resolution such as collaborative law or family arbitration.

Mediators do not give you legal advice, but they can ‘reality test’ your suggestions

and give you their view on what a court might decide and impose upon you if you

are unable to agree. For that reason you should always use a legally trained

lawyer/mediator in family matters. When agreement is reached, the mediator will

record it in a written note of agreement, which can then be made into a consent

order by the court. It will lead you into finding a way of communicating with your ex-

partner, and having reached an agreement it is more likely to be complied with.

Facing your ex-partner in mediation can be daunting. You may not want to be in the

same room with them. Your relationship is over and you no longer expect friendship

or being able to expect anything other than hostility, mistrust and general animosity.

However, if you have children, you must if only for their sake communicate together

for many years to come, and you therefore need to develop a ‘business-like’

relationship for their benefit and be able to discuss matters constructively together.

Agreeing matters now in dispute will set the foundation for this.



A mediator will help you to negotiate with each other by creating an atmosphere

which is calm, constructive and productive. There will be ground rules about how

you and your ex-partner speak to each other, and what is and is not acceptable.

The mediator will make sure you listen to each other carefully, keeping interruptions

to minimum, and will help you clarify your thoughts and ideas if this is necessary.

You should always go to a mediation with ideas prepared about what would work

for you, but still be practical for your ex-partner. Be prepared to be flexible, as there

are often several routes to the same outcome. Do not focus on what went wrong in

the past. What is important now is building up your new future, and the mediation is

all about the arrangements for this and not fault-finding about the past.

Concentrate on solutions, not feelings, and work towards a joint plan that will work

for the benefit of both of you and your children, without being concerned about

who is ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. And whose fault it was that the marriage broke down.

People on a low income or receiving benefits may be able to obtain legal aid for

family mediation. Legal aid for family mediation remains within the scope of the

Legal Aid scheme, although legal aid has been removed and is no longer available

for court based family dispute resolution, except in exceptional circumstances

where there has been domestic violence. The availability of legal aid could mean

that the fees of a mediator will be paid for you and that you will be able to obtain

free legal advice whilst you are in mediation. If only one of you and your ex-partner

are eligible for legal aid, the fees for the first information session (MIAM) for the

other person will be paid by Legal Aid. Restricting the situations where legal aid is

available for court applications is in keeping with the change in government thinking

that, where it is safe and appropriate, family mediation is the preferred option for

resolving family disputes. Your mediator will assess you for legal aid at your first

meeting.

When you attend your mediation information and assessment meeting (MIAM), the

mediator can assess you for legal aid. You will be required to bring evidence to

prove your eligibility and should take with you up-to-date bank statements, proof of

your earnings, and a list showing the value of all your capital assets. If you are in

receipt of benefits or tax credits, you will need to provide a letter dated within the

last six months confirming your entitlement. You can check whether you will be

eligible for legal aid with the Gov.uk Legal Aid Checker, although you cannot apply

for legal aid online.

LEGAL AID



A mediation information and assessment meeting (MIAM) is a meeting between you

and a mediator to find out if there are alternative ways to court proceedings to

resolve a dispute between you and your ex. The dispute could be over the children

or over property and financial matters. The meeting will be with an approved

mediator who, whenever possible, will see you and your former partner together,

although separate appointments on different days can be arranged. They will

explain how mediation works, and the ways and advantages of resolving

disagreement other than through the court. At the meeting, the mediator will

explain to you:

The MIAM meeting usually lasts around 45 minutes. If you are not eligible for legal

aid to cover the cost of the meeting, flexible packages and payment terms will be

available. Some mediators provide the first meeting free of charge for everyone and

others have a fixed fee.

After the meeting, the mediator will be able to tell you if your case is considered

suitable for mediation, and if so the next steps. If not considered suitable, the

mediator will sign a form to this effect, which will allow you to issue proceedings

asking the court to decide the issues for you. If everyone agrees to attempt

mediation, an appointment is then made for your first mediation session. In certain

cases, including where there are allegations of domestic violence or risk, the

requirement to attend a MIAM will be excused.

A mediator can only confirm that mediation is not suitable if one of the parties

refuses to engage in mediation, fails to attend or there is other good evidence that

it would be pointless. If everyone agrees to attempt mediation, an appointment is

then made for your first mediation session. If the other parent has not responded or

refuses to attend the meeting you may immediately apply to court.

THE MIAM

What your options are to try and reach a settlement over financial issues with

your ex;

What mediation is, and how it works;

The benefits of mediation and other possible ways of resolving disputes outside

of the court process;

The likely costs of using mediation;

If you are eligible for free mediation and legal aid.



Once the parties have both attended a MIAM, and both they and the mediator

agree it is safe and they wish to progress with mediation, a first mediation session

will be booked. This is often called a planning meeting. At the first mediation

session, the principles of mediation will be reiterated, and ground rules for the

mediation established. An agreement to mediate, together with a confidentiality

agreement will be signed by both parties. Working with the mediator, an agenda for

the forthcoming negotiation will be agreed by you and your ex-partner. The

mediator will establish what each of you would like to accomplish, and establish any

common ground between you. The structure and agenda for the mediation might

differ, depending upon whether the issues are only financial or relate also to the

children. Where the mediation is an all issues mediation or if it is just to be

concerned with finance and property, the second meeting will usually concentrate

on financial disclosure. Both parties will be asked to bring financial information

relating to their income, assets and liabilities to this session, in order to establish

what is in the pot for division. You will probably be asked to make two copies of all

of the documentation you bring, so as to provide one for the other party and a copy

for the mediator. Because it is not always possible to get all the financial

information required by the second session, financial disclosure may take an

additional session before developing options and negotiation can commence.

THE MEDIATION PROCESS

If the mediation is solely to do with the arrangements for the children, such as issues

relating to where they will live, contact with the non-resident parent or disputes

relating to the children’s schooling and any other matter, these will be discussed at

the second meeting. Options will be considered and developed, and possible

solutions put forward. If children are of an age where their opinions need to be

considered, the mediator can be asked to consult with them. The average time for a

child arrangements mediation is around one or two meetings each of 1.5 hours. A

finance and property mediation can take 3-4 sessions of 1.5 hours each, and an all

issues mediation (includes finance, property and children) usually takes up to 5

sessions (excluding the MIAM). Always remember that mediation is a voluntary

process, and you can suspend or stop the mediation at any time, if you so choose.

After every session, a mediator will draft documentation which includes all of the

key points discussed during the mediation, as well as any agreements made on

arrangements following discussions. You will receive this before the next mediation

session. In a financial mediation, this will include a schedule of all of your assets and

liabilities, and income and expenditure, which will provide you with an informed

position from which to negotiate an outcome.



During the mediation, it might be appropriate to access advice alongside the

process. This can be in the form of legal financial or any other kind of professional

advice relating to debts, welfare benefits et cetera. The mediator is likely to point

out when this might be appropriate. If you are legally aided for the mediation, free

legal advice will be available through Legal Help for Mediation scheme. At the end

of the mediation, you will receive an outcome statement from the mediator, which

will summarise the discussions you had in mediation, the key points of the

negotiation and any agreements you have made as a result. Agreements relating to

financial matters on divorce mediation are not legally binding, but you will be able

to take your outcomes statement or memorandum of understanding to a lawyer to

have it drafted into a consent order, which will make it legally binding and capable

of enforcement, should it not be complied with.

If you and your ex-partner have already begun the court process, it is not too late to

consider mediation. Many family courts now have a mediator available on days

when family proceedings are heard. If you and your solicitors agree that mediation

might be an option, the judge will give you time to have a discussion with the

mediator before continuing with your case. In court mediation is a meeting with a

mediator, which takes place in a private room within the court. You will each have a

chance for individual time with the mediator, so you can discuss your situation and

any concerns you might have about mediating with your ex-partner.

IN COURT MEDIATION

As a minimum, in talking to a mediator at court, you will find out about local

mediation services, which could give you an alternative route to continuing through

the court process. Depending on your circumstances and the time pressures on the

day, the mediator may conduct a mediation assessment and information meeting

and arrange for you to have your first mediation meeting away from the court. The

mediator will also assess whether you are likely to be eligible for legal aid, although

you will have to provide evidence of your income before this can be confirmed. In

some situations, it may be possible for you to reach some immediate agreements

with the mediator on the day, which can be reported back to the court and an order

being made.

Courts are increasingly happy to work in conjunction with mediation providers. If the

outcome of your meeting with the mediator is positive, the judge may adjourn your

case or make an interim order, on the understanding that mediation is going to

continue away from the court.



You can use family mediation to ensure that your children’s voices are heard in

matters which concern them. Many family mediators will agree to include children in

the mediation process or even propose doing so. Research shows that, during a

separation, children believe that they no longer have a voice in the future structure

of their family. They are anxious about how the new arrangements are going to

work, and how it will impact upon their lives in terms of maintaining friendships,

schooling, and relationships with extended family group members etc. Children will

be offered a confidential session and told that the mediator does not report

everything back to the parents, unless the child agrees to this. This allows children to

get things off their chest, ask questions they might not otherwise feel okay about

asking and generally be reassured that things will get better.

CHILDREN AND MEDIATION

Allowing children to join in the mediation process gives them an opportunity to

express their view and explain their wishes following the separation of their parents.

Many mediators therefore suggest that parents invite their children to participate

directly in the mediation process. In doing so, parental authority is respected. Most

children appreciate the opportunity to be heard directly. They will not however be

asked to make choices or decisions. Children will only be involved in a mediation

with the agreement of both parents, and will first be introduced by them to the

mediator, who will explain the process and purpose of the mediation. This will

usually be at an early stage, so that the children’s view can be included and taken

into account during the mediation between the parents. Further meetings may well

take place to explain possible proposed future arrangements, and at the end of the

mediation to run through what has been agreed.

Parents will only be told what children wish them to hear. The mediator working with

the couple may meet with the children alone or may involve a social worker, or on

occasions a CAFCASS officer. Arrangements such as when the children come, who

is to bring them and where the meeting is to take place will first be discussed with

both parents, as part of the preparation process. Although children may be invited

to attend, they will not be compelled to do so. Children can say no to meeting the

mediator and no pressure will ever be placed upon them to do so.



CHAPTER 14. 

CONSENT ORDERS

A matrimonial consent order is an order of the court in terms compliant with UK

divorce law, which the parties have agreed and asked the court to give legal affect.

An order by consent can be applied for under the Family Law Act 1996 in divorce,

judicial separation or dissolution of a civil partnership proceedings, when financial

issues are agreed between the parties. It will often incorporate a  clean break.It is

essential that, where agreement on property, maintenance and the division of the

matrimonial assets has been reached between spouses who are divorcing, that their

agreement is given legal effect and made binding by asking the court to make an

order in the agreed terms. If this is not done, the financial ties, property interests

and obligations of the marriage will continue, notwithstanding the marriage having

been dissolved. This could result in your former spouse making financial claims upon

you long after you were divorced, and on your estate after you die.

The court will usually make a consent order in matrimonial proceedings without

hearing evidence or argument from the patties, but it is important to note that it is

not a rubber stamping exercise.  An order will not be made just because it has been

agreed.Before making a consent order, the court must be satisfied that:

Although the order may be what you and your former spouse want, the order will

derive its force from the court’s order rather than your agreement. The court will

therefore carry out a broad appraisal of your and your spouse’s financial

circumstances ‘without descending into the valley of detail’. The court is not just

going to rubber stamp and give its approval to any old settlement just because it is

what you have agreed. It must be proper in all the circumstances, comply with the

provisions of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973, and be properly drawn and all

embracing. Most importantly, it must be fair and equitable to both.

It has jurisdiction to make the order (e.g. after decree nisi has been

pronounced);

That it has the power to make the order (as in S22-24 MCA);

That the order is fair and reasonable, and complies with the S25 MCA criteria.

PROCEDURE FOR APPLYING FOR A CONSENT ORDER



The duty of full and frank disclosure will attach itself to your negotiations leading up

to the agreement, and a summary of these must sent to the court for consideration

by the judge before making the consent order. This information is provided on Form

D81. You will also need the prescribed application form. This is in Form D11. Fill in the

details of your case and add ‘an order by consent in the attached terms’. You must

attach a draft of the order sought, as this will not be prepared by the court. There

will also be a court fee of £50 to pay. There is usually no need for either party to

attend court when the order is approved. Consent orders can be varied, just like any

other order, so far as increasing or reducing the periodical payments, but not for

varying property adjustment and lump sum orders. These are as always intended to

be final. In certain circumstances, a consent order will be set aside, but only if:

1. There is fresh evidence, which could not have been known at the time the order

was made;

2. The consent order was based upon incorrect information, upon which the parties

and the court relied;

3. The consent order was obtained as a consequence of the fraud of one party;

4. There was not full and frank disclosure by one party, and such disclosure would

have led to a substantially different order;

5. In exceptional circumstances, when the fundamental basis on which the order

was made has been destroyed.



CHAPTER 15. 

APPLYING TO THE COURT

If agreement cannot be reached on how the family finances are to be divided up,

either you or your spouse will have no alternative other than to make an application

to the court for a financial order. This was, at one time, known as an application for

ancillary relief, but now for a financial order. The court will encourage and help you

to reach an agreed settlement, but if this remains impossible, a judge will eventually

impose a settlement upon you both. Before applying to the court and making your

application for a financial order to the court, you must show that you have

considered mediation as a way of resolving the issues between you and your ex.

You must therefore attend a family mediation and assessment meeting (MIAM) with

an approved mediator and complete a Family Mediation Information and

Assessment Form. What will happen at the MIAM is explained above.

Applications for financial orders can be made by either the petitioner by giving

notice of an intention to proceed with the financial claims made in the petition or

by the respondent giving notice of an application for a financial order. In both

cases, application is made using Form A. Two copies of the form, together with the

court fee of £255 and the family mediation information and assessment form,

should be sent to the family court where the divorce petition was issued. In financial

order applications there is a primary duty of ‘full and frank’ disclosure, which means

you must be open and honest about your income, assets and needs. Both you and

your ex must give full disclosure of your assets and financial means. This is given in

the prescribed court Form E, with the supporting evidence attached. The completed

Form E is exchanged with the other side, so that both have a complete picture of

what is in the ‘matrimonial pot’ and available for division. The case can then be

valued, and offers to settle made to the other side. At any point during the process,

either party may make offers to settle – in fact, there is a positive duty to make such

offers. Following negotiation, it is hoped that a settlement will be achieved, so that

a consent order can be lodged with the court for approval. The court will encourage

the parties to reach a settlement through mediation and to co-operate with each

other in trying to resolve disputed matters. The court will wish to identify disputed

issues at an early stage, and set a timetable to control the progress of the case.

COMPLETING THE APPLICATION FORM



CHAPTER 16. PREPARING

FOR THE FIRST DIRECTIONS

APPOINTMENT (FDA)

Once you have issued your Form A application for a financial order and paid the

court fee, the court will set a date for a first directions appointment (the FDA),

usually some three months after the application. The court will at the same time give

directions and set dates for the filing of the Forms E’s, statement of issues,

chronologies and questionnaires. The time whilst waiting for the FDA should be

spent in gathering and serving information on the other side, and trying to reach

agreement on the order to be made. The information to be exchanged before the

first directions appointment is laid down in the court rules. It will be:

a statement of property and income in Form E,

any questionnaire considered necessary,

a schedule of documents considered relevant to the issues,

a statement of the apparent issues.

You will also be asked to confirm whether or not you are ready to treat the FDA as a

financial dispute resolution hearing (FDR). Very often, a party does not file their

Form E within the time specified in the directions order. If this happens, you should

apply to the court for an order that they do so with a penal notice attached. It can

also be useful to ask the court to make an interim order, as a means of making the

respondent comply.

FORM E

Form E is the 27 page prescribed court form for disclosing the required financial

information to enable the court (and the other side) to fully understand each party’s

financial position. Disclosure of financial information by both parties is always the

first stage in resolving financial disputes. You cannot decide the division of

matrimonial assets until you know what is in the ‘pot’ for division. There has to be a

full picture of the family assets, and this is obtained by each spouse completing a

Form E. The form must be completed fully stating your financial position in as simple

and straightforward a way as possible. All documents relating to financial matters

disclosed must be produced as evidence and exhibited to the form. If in doubt over

anything, include it. It is better to over-disclose than hold anything back.



Once you have exchanged and carefully read your ex’s Form E, the questionnaire is

your chance to ask questions about any financial information that is missing, and to

ask for clarification on that which has been disclosed. Use the questionnaire to

force the other side’s hand. What you must remember however is that the purpose of

the questionnaire is to find out missing factual financial information and not to

score points or to comment unnecessarily on your ex-partner’s position. The

questionnaire is not where you make your case or raise issues, other than those

related to the disclosure of financial information. Study your ex’s Form E carefully

and look for anything that doesn’t sound true or looks suspicious. The sort of thing

you will raise questions on are:

missing bank statements;

unusual movements in bank statements which are not explained;

movements to bank or building society accounts which are not shown in the

Form E;

missing investments assets and pensions;

questionable debts;

unusual expenditure;

inaccurate company or business information;

missing information about future prospects and likely inheritance.

QUESTIONNAIRE

There is not set format for a questionnaire and, if you can, submit just as a list of

questions in a letter. You should not deal with such things as disagreements about

the valuation of property or businesses in the questionnaire, as they will be dealt

with at the FDA.

 Most judges will automatically require valuations of property where this is not

agreed, and order that they be obtained for the next hearing, the FDR. The

questionnaire is to raise questions on your spouse’s position, where it has not been

made clear and not to bring out points on which you disagree. The judge will decide

at the FDA which of the questions in the questionnaire need to be answered, and

will look critically at whether the information asked for is really relevant.

If a particular witness is required, for example a respondent's high earning live-in

girlfriend, then you can obtain a summons to make her attend court.



Your statement of issues should not be overlong and just summarise those things in

dispute which you have been unable to resolve and the court is being asked to

decide. It should just list what you see as the significant issues between you and

your ex which are relevant to the outcome of the case. If possible, the issues in

dispute should be agreed with the other side. Each statement of issues will be

different and there is no standard form. You should however always deal with the

matrimonial home, and state your proposals as to what should happen with it and

where each is to live. If the property is owned, set out whether the title is registered,

and if so give the title number. Include whether there is a mortgage over the home

and the redemption figure, and the property’s likely value. It can be convenient to

divide your statement of issues into two categories, ‘Capital’ and ‘Income’. Capital

issues will usually be dominated by housing needs and Income issues by how much

each party, and any children, will need to live on.You can include a third category, if

there are relevant issues in dispute which don’t fit into either the capital or the

income section. Sign and date the statement of issues at the bottom.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES

A chronology is a list of dates relevant to the case. It will assist the court to

understand your case if you prepare and agree a chronology which should always

include the dates of marriage, birth dates of children, separation date, application

for divorce, pronouncement of decrees and any orders previously made by the court,

together with any other key dates. Your chronology will therefore include such

things as:

CHRONOLOGY

the dates of birth of your spouse, you and any children;

dates of any co-habitation before marriage;

date of marriage;

date of separation;

date of issue of the divorce petition;

dates of pronouncement of decree nisi and decree absolute, if pronounced;

date of issue of Form A.

When you have completed all the documents ordered, you must send a signed

original of each to the court, with a covering letter headed up with your case

number and listing the documents you enclose, and also a signed copy of each

document to your ex-partner. Try to comply with the timetable set out by the court

on the Form C directions order the court sent you, but don’t panic if you can’t. 



However well you have prepared for the FDA, you are going to be nervous when you

attend the hearing. When you are before the judge, you are very likely to forget to

say something that is important, and what you do say may not be expressed as well

as it could be. You are not a lawyer used to appearing before a court and, however

informal the hearing is and however relaxed the judge may make you, you might not

present your case as well as possible. The answer is therefore to set out your

position on paper beforehand. Preparing a note summarising your case and

highlighting the important points you want to make will help the judge and be

appreciated. It will also take away the burden of you having to explain your position

to the court. The judge will only need to clarify any uncertainties with you.

PREPARING A SUMMARY NOTE



CHAPTER 17.THE FIRST 

DIRECTIONS APPOINTMENT (FDA)

The FDA is often referred to as a ‘housekeeping appointment’. The purpose of this

first directions appointment is to define the issues, decide on any issues that need

to be resolved, deal with documentary evidence and give further directions. It is not

to hear evidence or make any decisions other than administrative ones over the

case. The court makes no decisions about financial outcomes, but concentrates

upon getting the rules for managing your case in place, so that matters can run

smoothly. It is essential that you attend this first appointment in person. A district

judge (or deputy district judge, who is part time district judge) will consider the

statement of issues and decide whether the answers in any questionnaire are

appropriate. Any further necessary directions will then be given. Further directions

are likely to include:

what questions are to be answered by each party (from the questionnaires);

what further documents should be produced;

which assets should be valued, how and by whom;

what further evidence the court requires.

If either of the parties has not done what they should have done, such as they have

not filed their Form E, they will be ordered to do so, and the court could make a

costs order against that party to pay the costs of the other party, as well as their

own. In appropriate cases, the FDA and FDR may be dealt with on the same

occasion. A judge may also decide that a further hearing is necessary, to consider

such things as a maintenance pending suit application. Sometimes, a judge will

adjourn a case without making further directions, so that mediation can take place.

Where one party has not provided the required information, it may be necessary to

adjourn and fix a further FDA. The defaulting party will almost always have to pay

the costs of the adjourned hearing, if necessitated by their failure to take a required

step. 

The evening before the FDA, read all the documents relating to your application and

make sure you are familiar with them. Make sure that they are neatly put together in

a file and that you can find a particular document easily, if you are called upon to

refer to it. Then have a good night’s sleep.



Make sure you get to court at least 45 minutes before the time listed for the

hearing. Be sure that you know where the family court is situated. Leave plenty of

time to travel to the court and to get through security. Leave any sharp objects at

home, or they will be taken off you. At some courts there can be a long queue at

security, especially in the morning. Once through security, you will find a list showing

the court room for the cases which are to be heard that day. Find the court where

your cases to be heard and make your way to that court’s waiting area. If you have

any difficulty, there will be court officials present, whose job is to assist. When you

get to the court room where your case is to be heard, locate the usher and

introduce yourself. The usher will mark the court list to show that you are present

and will let you know if your ex has arrived. Do not be surprised if a number of cases

are listed at the same time as yours. It is the practice of the courts to ‘block-list’, as

some cases may settle and only take a few moments of the judge’s time, and with

others the parties may not show up. The usher will tell you when the judge is ready

to hear your case. If you have prepared a summary note, hand it to the usher for

them to pass to the judge.

If your ex-partner is not represented by a solicitor or barrister, there may be nothing

to do other than wait, until you are called into court. There is nothing however to

stop you having a last try at reaching an agreement, and at some courts there may

be mediation officers available to help you do this. If your ex-partner is represented,

you should take the opportunity to discuss with their representative anything which

they wish to discuss to move the case on. If you are involved in meaningful

discussions, which could lead to a settlement of any or all issues, tell the usher, who

will arrange with the judge for you to have as much time as you need before being

called into court. Most FDAs are held informally, in the judge’s private room or

chambers. This will be nothing like you have seen on television, and the hearing will

be most informal. When you enter, you will be told where to sit either by the judge of

the usher. Usually, this will be on the opposite side of a table to your ex-partner. The

judge will wish you to identify yourselves, and you should address the judge as ‘Sir’

or ‘Madam’.

The hearing will be quite short and entirely procedural in nature. Its purpose is not to

deal with the facts of the case or indeed the arguments between you. The judge will

primarily wish to look at the questions in the questionnaire which need to be

answered, and such things as how the value of a property or a business in dispute

should be resolved.The case management directions will cover such things as:



which questions of the questionnaires prepared by both parties will be

answered, and by when;

whether there should be any valuations obtained for properties, other assets or

business interests, who the valuer(s) will be, and what exactly they should be

valuing and by when;

whether there needs to be any accountancy evidence concerning, for example,

liquidity within businesses, and if so, the terms of instruction for the accountant;

and

the timetable for the case between the first hearing and the next court

appointment, the FDR, and the date for the FDR hearing (which may be fixed by

the court or the court office).

In most cases, if the court needs valuation evidence or any other kind of report from

an expert to help resolve a dispute between you, the expert is likely to be instructed

by both sides to form an independent opinion to assist the court. In very complex

cases, the court may allow people to instruct their own experts to present opinions

to support their own cases, but this is rare, because of the increased costs and

court time involved. These must be proportionate to the issues involved.

You will usually be given the opportunity to make any points that you wish to make

on the issues that are still between you and your ex-partner. Once you have done

this, the judge will make a decision, and usually deal with each issue in turn. He or

she will then list the matter for a financial dispute resolution hearing, usually in three

or four months’ time.

Between the FDA and the next court hearing, the FDR, you must continue trying to

reach a settlement, whilst getting your case in the best shape for presentation to a

judge, if settlement is not forthcoming.



CHAPTER 18. 

THE FINANCIAL DISPUTE

RESOLUTION APPOINTMENT (FDR)

This next stage of arranging a financial dispute resolution appointment is where

agreement has still not been possible. The court will have fixed a FDR, intended to

lead the parties to a settlement by exploring common ground. At this hearing, a

district judge will express an opinion and tell the parties what he would order, if

asked to decide. Cold water is likely to be poured upon unrealistic expectations.

The purpose is for a judge to assist in finding a settlement, thereby avoiding the

expense, delay and stress of a court trial of the issues. An important feature of the

FDR is that the meeting is ‘without prejudice’. Anything said, either in front of the

judge or in negotiations at court on the day of the FDR, cannot be referred to, if the

case proceeds to a trial and final hearing. This allows you to make genuine attempts

to settle, without fear that concessions will be used against you, and encourages

people to move away from their stated positions. It also means that the judge who

deals with the FDR can have nothing further to do with the case. At least seven days

before the date fixed for the FDR, you must inform the court of all offers of

settlement made and received with their response. You should also inform the court

of the costs you have incurred.

Everyone is expected to be at the court several hours before the time of the hearing

and to engage in negotiations. If you refuse to negotiate, a costs order may

eventually be made against you. The whole purpose of the hearing is to reach

settlement by negotiation, assisted by the judge as necessary. He or she will give an

indication as to the band within which he or she thinks the case should settle. That

judge is then barred from hearing the final hearing, as have made their view known.

One judge may have a different view of the case to another, and neither may be

wrong, providing they fall into the band of discretion. It is a brave person however

who ignores the judge’s opinion. Once you have an indication from the judge, it is

normal to carry on negotiations outside of the judge’s chambers. Often, the judge

will want to hear back from you regularly, with an update on negotiations. If

settlement is reached and approved by the judge, it will be turned into a final court

order. If it is not possible to reach an agreement, the judge will set the case down

for a final hearing and give case management directions for the time between the

FDR and the final hearing (trial), which will be several months away. The directions

will deal with expert evidence and will include the making of witness statements.



Failure to settle at the FDR does not mean that all chance of an agreed settlement

have passed. It takes people a while to come to terms with what the judge has said

and any offers that have been made. Most cases do settle before trial, because

most people find that a settlement reached through agreement is always more

acceptable and less expensive than one imposed by a judge. If the FDR is not able

to proceed properly because one party has not done as they should, the court is

likely to make a costs order against them, that they pay the costs of the other party

as well as their own.



The judge then has to decide what order to make. He or she usually needs some

time to consider this. In simple cases, a judge may take an hour or so to consider

and prepare a judgment. In more complex cases, a judge will need longer and

judgment may be given after a few days, and you will need to come back to court

to hear the judgment. It is rare for anyone to get everything they want from a final

order, made after a final hearing in financial proceedings on divorce. A final court

order is a compromise imposed by a judge, and an expensive exercise to go through

for a compromise about which you have no choice.

PREPARING A WITNESS STATEMENT

The best way to go about writing a witness statement is to first of all just sit down

and write out your story. Write in the first person. Make sure to simply put in the facts

and not your opinion, and do not come to conclusions. You may well feel that your

ex has deep psychiatric problems, but you are not an expert on these, and it will be

for the court rather than you to decide whether this is the case. Once you have

written down all that is relevant, divide into numbered paragraphs under such

headings as:

Living arrangements

Our standard of living

The children’s wishes

My extended family

My plans for the future.

Do not make any of the paragraphs overlong and restrict each numbered paragraph

to one fact. Avoid hearsay. This means that you should only put in the facts of which

you are personally aware, and should not put in anything about what another person

knows or would say.

It is pointless to say in your statement something like ‘she would always abuse me’.

You need to give examples of the abuse for this to carry any weight. Make a list of

all the incidents of abuse with their dates and the exact circumstances, and include

these in your statement. Exhibit any supporting documents, which should be

numbered as exhibit A etc. and referred to in the body of your statement.



CHAPTER 20. COSTS IN
MATRIMONIAL PROCEEDINGS

The court only has the power to make a costs order in financial proceedings on

divorce, when this is justified by the litigation conduct of one of the parties. Your

spouse’s conduct in the marriage will therefore not be relevant to the costs of the

divorce action, and you will not be able to recover your costs simply because your

former spouse has acted badly towards you when you were married. When

determining whether and how to exercise this power, the court will be required to

take into account the list of factors set out in that rule.

(a) Any failure by a party to comply with these rules, any order of the court or any

practice direction which the court considers relevant;

(b) Any open offer to settle made by a party;

(c) Whether it was reasonable for a party to raise, pursue or contest a particular

allegation or issue;

(d) The manner in which a party has pursued or responded to the application or a

particular allegation or issue;

(e) Any other aspect of a party’s conduct in relation to the proceedings which the

court considers relevant; and

(f) The financial effect on the parties of any costs order.

The court will not take into account any offers to settle expressed to be ‘without

prejudice’ or ‘without prejudice save as to costs’ in deciding what, if any, costs

orders to make.

In considering the conduct of the parties for the purposes of rule 28.3 (6) and (7)

(including any open offers to settle), the court will have regard to the obligation of

the parties to help the court to further the overriding objective (see rules 1.1 and 1.3),

and will take into account the nature, importance and complexity of the issues in

the case.

If you intend to seek a costs order against your ex, you should make this clear in

open correspondence or in skeleton arguments before the date of the hearing.



PART 3
CHAPTER 21. TIPS AND TRICKS

The great majority of spouses when divorcing play it fair. As we have seen above,

the duty of the court is to ensure a fair division of the matrimonial assets, and that is

what most spouses want. There are however exceptions. Some husbands or wives

want more than what is fair and resort to playing it dirty. If you are unfortunate

enough to be involved in a dirty divorce, this section is for you. It is not a list of dirty

tricks to play, because you should not resort to these. It is how to counter the dirty

tricks that may be played on you by your spouse, in order to obtain an unfair share

of the family assets. The major areas of dispute in most divorce cases concern either

or both the children or money and the matrimonial home. These have to be

considered separately, as different rules and different laws apply. It is important to

keep this difference at the forefront of your mind. This guide does not contain the

in-depth legal information you will require if you are fighting a battle for your

children. 

Do not move out of the family home without taking full legal advice. Understand

that if you move out, it is most unlikely that you will ever move back in.

Do not agree to your ex removing the children from the family home, and if this

is done, take immediate legal advice. Insist upon proper parenting time with

your children.

Do not sign anything or commit yourself to anything which could bind you to a

certain course of action before taking full advice.

Secure your most valuable personal possessions and anything you do not want

to lose.

Move your personal papers, CD’s, computer, passport, driving licence, birth

certificate and everything with personal information out of the home and into a

safe place. Get a P.O. Box or safe address for correspondence.

Close any joint bank accounts and open a new bank account in your sole name.

Take an immediate inventory of everything that is in the home.

Do not, under any circumstances, move out of the family home. If you move out, it is

highly unlikely that you will ever move back in again. If you have children, you are

accepting that your ex is able to care for them without you. You are also showing

that you have alternative accommodation available to you. All these could be fatal

to your case.



By staying in the home you could be adding to be stress of the situation, but this is

not only for you – it is also true for your ex. In any war, good information is essential,

and if you move out, this is going to be far more difficult to obtain. If, as is likely,

child residence becomes an issue, there is always a presumption towards the status

quo, and for residence to be awarded to the parent with whom the child has been

living. Stay put especially if you have children.  Your ex may very well try to get you

out of the home for these reasons. They will have been told that their prospects for

staying in the home and having the title transferred to them will be much better if

they get you out. You will appear before the court as having found alternative

accommodation, which may well satisfy your housing needs. Also, they will have

been told that their chances of winning residence of the children, and therefore

with it a better chance of keeping the house, will be much better with you out and

living elsewhere.  For this reason, your ex’s first dirty trick may well be to try and get

an order from the court to get you out of the house. The application they will want

to make to the court will be for what is known as an occupation order. Such orders

do not determine who will own the house, but they do determine who is entitled to

live in it. It is therefore essential that any such application be resisted.On an

application for an occupation order, the court will consider:

the housing needs and housing resources of each partner, and of any child living

with the parties;

the parties’ financial resources;

the likely effect, if an order is made or not made, on the health and safety and

well-being of both parties and any child;

the parties’ conduct towards each other.

You must therefore be very much on your guard to ensure that you do not fall for

any of the tricks which are likely to be played to give grounds for an application,

and you must tailor your position to ensure that any application made will not

succeed. We will consider later the need to keep a journal and carefully recall that

which goes on within the house, and this will be especially useful here. Even if your

ex is unable to find (or dream up) grounds to apply for an occupation order, they

might still decide to seek a non-molestation order. The effect of these is not so

draconian and will not require you to move out of your home, but it could still

prejudice your case. You have therefore to be very much on your guard. It goes

without saying that you should never ever use violence towards your ex, but it goes

far further than that. You must be on your guard against anything which in any way

could be construed as being threatening, harassing, or could provide the basis for a

personal protection application.



You should not, in any way, create a situation which could encourage violence

towards you, but if it happens, you must be ready to take immediate and positive

action. This can be particularly important, because violence will often take place in

the presence of the children, whom your ex may rely upon as allies in times of stress.

Violence by one parent towards the other in the presence of a child will kill that

parent’s claim to be a responsible and caring parent stone dead. Shouting,

screaming and verbally abusing that parent in front of the child can do much the

same, if properly recorded and brought convincingly before the court. If you are

assaulted or threatened with violence by your ex, you should immediately call the

police. They will attend and may caution or even arrest them. Make a note of all

that happens and the name, number of the officers attending. This is likely to be

essential evidence for when you come to present your case. Consider whether you

have grounds to apply to the court for either a non-molestation or occupation order.

A flippant and no chance applications must be avoided. You are not going to court

in order to try and influence what is to come, but because you have a right to live

peacefully in your home, and for your children not to be subjected to the trauma of

their parents fighting.

Do not allow your ex to remove the children from the family home. If your ex

wants to move out, they may of course do so, but the children stay put. Apart from

the very definite benefits to your case for the children to remain living in the home

with you, this is going to be far less destabilising for them. They need to remain

living with you, and for you to ensure that everything continues as much as possible

as before, with them attending their usual school and carrying on visiting friends

and relatives etc. Unfortunately, the advantages for the children in staying in their

home until matters are sorted out by their parents may not find favour with your

spouse. Never forget for one moment that, as your children’s parent, you have equal

parental responsibility with their other parent. Your rights concerning the children

are entirely equal to your partner’s, and the law does not give them any additional

rights. What is likely to happen however, is that your ex will try to take over all

responsibility for the children. If she is allowed to do so and the court has to be

asked to decide with whom the children will live, she will claim that she has always

been their primary career and you are not capable of looking after your children. If

you are living apart from your ex, make sure that the children spend at least half of

their time with you. Take to and collect them from school. Be part of their hobbies

and social life.  Make sure that they continue to have regular contact with your

friends and family. Make sure that you play a full part in socialising with your

children, caring for them, and most important of all, playing a part in their education

and attending at their school.



Do not sign anything or commit yourself to anything which could bind you to a

certain course of action. A common tactic that may be used against you is to

persuade you to commit yourself to many minor things, until you have given away so

much that you have jeopardised your position, to such an extent that you have lost

the war. Always be on your guard. Your ex may be unusually pleasant for a time, in

order to lull you into a false sense of compromise, in which you may agree to things

which will later be held against you. Common traps, for example, are agreeing to

pay the mortgage or other bills and allowing your wife to take over the primary care

of the children.

Secure your most valuable personal possessions and anything you do not

want to lose. During a divorce things go missing. Anything you do not want to lose

you should take care of now.  Find a safe place for them, away from the

matrimonial home and where your ex could not get hold of them. If you do not do

that now, it could be too late later on. In divorce, just as in everything else,

possession is 9/10 of the law. Move your personal papers, records, computer,

passport, driving licence, birth certificate and everything with personal information

out of the home and into a safe place. One thing that is absolutely certain is that if

you leave any personal papers in the home, your ex will go through them and

probably take any that they think could conceivably be of use. Remove everything

now. You may well think that they would not be so vindictive as to take your

passport/driving license, but you would be wrong. You are going to have enough

things to do, without having to obtain a duplicate passport, driving licence or

whatever if yours disappears. Better safe than sorry.Get a new password for any

Internet accounts, to make sure that your ex cannot access them.Get a P.O. Box or

safe address for correspondence. You have from now on to keep all your affairs

confidential.

Close any joint bank accounts and open a new bank account in your sole

name, preferably with a different bank. Money in a joint bank account with your

ex is just that. It is money which belongs to both of you. Therefore, your ex is

perfectly entitled to take and use this money in any way they choose, and probably

will. This could include paying a solicitor to act against you. Open a new bank

account in your sole name with a different bank. Once you have done this, inform

your old bank that you are no longer responsible for the former joint account and

that your name should be taken off it. You should then withdraw one half of all that

is in the joint account and pay it into your new account. Do not play dirty as your ex

would do, by taking all of the money from the joint account. Leave any direct debits

or standing orders, as they are with the old joint account, because you will not be

agreeing to pay these at the present time.



In particular, do not forget to cancel any joint credit cards or credit cards for which

you are responsible for payment. These debts are ‘joint and several’, and that means

that if your ex runs a card up to its limit and then refuses to pay, you will be liable to

the credit card company, and they will not be interested in the fact that it was not

you who used the card. This is not the time to lose your credit rating. You should

always tell your ex what you have done and why you have done it. Explain that from

now on your finances will be separate, and that by closing the joint accounts you

are simply working towards this, and that it is not intended as a hostile move.

Take an immediate inventory of everything that is in the home. Most people

would not be able to go outside of their front doors and then write down everything

that is in their home. Once you have removed all your personal possessions, most of

everything else that is left in the house is jointly owned property. That means that

everything in the house must be divided up and taken into consideration, when a

financial settlement is reached. Although there may well be many items which you

can live without, and probably be quite happy for your former spouse to have, it

does not make sense to disregard anything, and everything should be recorded now,

so that it can be taken into consideration later. A good idea is to use a video

camera or your mobile phone. Make sure that the date function is turned on and

then take pictures of everything in the house. Open cupboards and drawers and

photograph everything that is there. Then save the pictures in a safe place, but take

a copy and give it to your ex. If things then start to disappear, you will have sound

evidence of what must have been taken.

Once you have taken care of all of the above, it can be a good time to sit down

and think hard about the future. In particular, it is a good time to think about your

job and career. One stage of your life has come to an end, and with it you might like

to reconsider your career and work options. This is the time when you need to

minimise your work prospects and your salary.  It could well be that you might wish

to consider some of the following:

early retirement,

taking a sabbatical,

voluntary redundancy,

continuing education.

If you do not choose to take any of the above, you should certainly make any

arrangements possible, to postpone promotion or a pay rise at this time. You could

then return to your career path when the divorce is over and everything has settled

down.



Everything relevant should be recorded in a journal. Telephone conversations, time

spent with the children, things said by your spouse, what they do and how they act.

What you put down must be factual and accurate. The facts and just the facts. You

must not elaborate or make any comments on what you put down. With what could

be important events, give as much detail as possible. Set everything out in

chronological order, with the date and time it happened, and then sign and date

the entry. Do not, under any circumstances, use derogatory remarks about your ex.

Refer to them by their first name and not ‘my ex’ or anything like that. Your journal is

not the place to analyse or make comments about the events. Interpreting what

happened is the job of the judge, and here you are just providing the ammunition

for the judge to reach the decision you want. Above everything else, the entries in

your journal must be fair and unbiased. If you want full weight to be given to all the

bad things which your ex has done, you should also record any good things and

where they have acted properly and correctly. A fully negative journal will appear to

the court as nothing but a tactic to smear your ex. It will carry much more weight if

it is seen as an accurate and reliable source of events which can be taken as

credible evidence.

A well balanced journal raises the presumption that it is fair unbiased evidence

which can be relied upon. It will show the pattern of behaviour by your ex. A single

episode of bad behaviour is unlikely to carry much weight with the judge, but if you

are able to present evidence of a course of behaviour, this is much more likely to

persuade the judge in your favour. By recording the good as well as the bad, you

will take out your ex’s ability to make excuses for behaviour that could be held

against them. Thus, if one day they are late in collecting or returning the children,

put in also the occasions when they are on time. In that way, they will not be able to

make excuses that they cannot remember being late but are always on time. Keep

in separate paragraphs your record of behaviour and events concerning the

children, and those relating to yourself. This will then clearly identify the effects of

both of you upon the children.

Where possible, keep with your journal supporting evidence. This may include your

telephone bill, which will be evidence of calls made, and also petrol receipts or train

tickets as evidence of journeys made, and such things as tickets to show days out

with the children. It goes without saying that you should keep your journal in a safe

place. If it is on your computer, back up regularly, and if not, take and keep

separate photocopies. Probably hand written in ink and signed journal entries are a

better solution, as they are not as susceptible to alteration as computer records,

and fit in better with the perception of many judges.



What can be a very good idea is to buy a pocket recorder, unless you have a phone

where you can make recordings. You should then keep it with you all of the time, in

order to record any thoughts you have and details of any events which need to go in

your journal. Your Saturday morning record could also be useful for recording

conversations between you and your spouse or what is said on the telephone. There

are fairly complex rules of evidence as to the admissibility of such recorded

evidence, but with the permission of the court you might be able to use the

recordings as evidence to rebut untrue evidence given by the other side. Even if not

admissible as evidence in court, the recording could be played to experts such as

the CAFCASS officer, to show that what you are saying is true. If making a

recording, always be certain to make a note of the date, time and circumstances

for noting in your journal.

When discussing anything with your ex, always confirm it afterwards in writing. You

will have noted the discussion in your journal, but to make doubly certain that the

court takes notice and accepts your evidence on what was discussed, a written

confirmation should be sent. For example, if you speak with your ex on the

telephone and it is agreed that you will buy new school uniforms for one of your

children, make an entry in your journal giving the date and time of the telephone

conversation, and setting out what was said and agreed. In addition to this, you

write to your ex (or their solicitor) saying: ‘Further to our telephone conversation

of...., I am writing to confirm that it was agreed that I should purchase...  for...  And

that I intend to take them to the shops to buy these items next Saturday

morning.’You may well, in some instances, wish to put at the bottom of a letter

setting out what was said words to the effect of ‘please, advise immediately if the

above is not a true record of what was agreed’. Record sending this letter in your

journal and file a copy in your correspondence file. If you are writing to your ex’s

solicitor, always ask the solicitor to confirm in writing safe receipt of your letter. He

or she will be happy to do this, as it will enable them to charge for sending another

letter.

Always reply to letters from your ex or their solicitors promptly and professionally.

When writing to solicitors, start the letter with ‘Dear Sir’. Underneath this put in bold

type ‘Your Client: Mr/Mrs X’. Finish off with ‘Yours faithfully’. Acknowledge the

receipt of letters received, even if you do not wish to make any comment upon

them. Acting in a professional and proper manner towards your wife’s lawyer will

show that you are dealing with matters professionally, and may even go some way

to undermine the remarks that will surely have been made about you by your ex to

their lawyer, and undermine their credibility with them. Make sure that you have a

good filing system for all correspondence. It can be best to divide up your filing

system into sections such as:



Court papers

Statements and affidavits

Correspondence with wife’s lawyer

Cases and notes on the law

Children

Financial information.

There is nothing worse in court than fumbling through a bulky file, trying to find a

particular document, whilst everybody looks on impatiently. A well-organised and

segmented file shows that you are an organised person, and can only help your

case.



CHAPTER 22.  SHOULD YOU
INSTRUCT A SOLICITOR 
TO ACT FOR YOU?

There can only be one answer to this question, and that is ‘it depends’. If you are

able to find a really good family divorce lawyer to employ, it may be worth

instructing him or her. If not, you are better off acting for yourself. There are some

really good divorce solicitors out there, but there are many who will only take your

money. It is not easy to find a good solicitor, and the difficulty is that you will not

know whether they are any good until it is probably too late and you have already

spent a large sum of money. If you are considering employing a solicitor, you should

always bear in mind the following: Your solicitor’s number one priority is money and

the fee income he can generate for his firm from your instructions.  He is not your

friend – he is somebody in business, just as much as if he was selling you a used car.

A number of things flow from this:

It is not in your solicitor’s interest for agreement to be reached quickly and easily

– although he will pretend this is what he is working for;

If allowed to do so, he will delegate your work to a secretary or unqualified

‘paralegal’, to reduce his workload and enable him to take on more cases and

make more profit;

When any difficult or arduous task arises or for any court appearance he will

wish to instruct a barrister, thus increasing your bill;

You will be charged for work which may be unnecessary or easily carried out by

you personally.

Remember that much of the work which a solicitor will do for you is not particularly

difficult, and could not possibly justify a charge of around £200 an hour with VAT.

You can do this yourself and should do so, unless your time is worth £200+ an hour.

Forget legal aid or public funding of your divorce action. It will not be available and

you are going to have to pay yourself, and legal representation is very expensive.

Even if you win your case in the family courts, you are unlikely to be awarded your

legal costs against your ex. As will be seen above, financial claims in divorce involve

a number of separate things. These are:



It is essential to comply with the procedure and court process. A solicitor will know

this well and will ensure that it is properly followed. This procedure however is hardly

difficult, although some solicitors try to surround it in mystique.  Basically, there are

three stages to a matrimonial financial dispute which are all dealt with above.

These are:

THE PROCEDURE

(1)  Making the application for ancillary relief and all steps up to the first

appointment;

(2)  The first appointment and preparation for the financial dispute resolution

appointment;

(3)  The financial dispute resolution appointment and preparation for the final

hearing.

For anybody able to deal with simple paperwork, complete a tax return or apply for

a mortgage, none of this should present any difficulties. Hopefully, this book will

have helped. If you are prepared to carry out the work yourself and are sufficiently

organised, there is absolutely no need to pay somebody an extortionate rate to do it

for you.

THE LAW

It is most unlikely that there is anything remotely unique in the circumstances of your

case.  Over the years, there have been tens of thousands of cases not dissimilar to

yours. The law which applies to financial disputes and disputes over children on

divorce is well established.  It is there for you to learn and understand, and it is

hardly rocket science. Again, hopefully this guide will have helped.

TACTICS

When you have completed reading this section of the book, you will know enough of

the tactics required to win your case, and almost certainly as much as any solicitor

you could instruct.

1. To represent yourself as a litigant in person;

2. To instruct a solicitor or barrister to act for you;

3. To act for yourself, but to take advice or buy in legal and advocacy services, as

and when necessary



Quite probably, the choice will be largely taken out of your hands by the simple

reason of finance. The most simple and straightforward of financial disputes (which

you could most certainly deal with yourself) is unlikely to cost less than £2,000, if you

instruct a solicitor to deal with it.  A full-blooded dispute will run into tens of

thousands of pounds. Make no mistake that, if you are not able to come up with the

solicitor’s fee up front, then no work will be done on your behalf. If funds run short

and the solicitor has difficulty getting paid, his enthusiasm for your case will soon

dry up.  Their motto is always ‘no fee – no me’.

1. Option 1 is to represent yourself. This does require a fair measure of self-

confidence and, in all probability, with your whole world falling about your ears, you

do not feel at your most confident. If you are able to raise the confidence however,

acting for yourself does have the advantage in that you are totally in control of your

situation, and you will have the satisfaction of seeing a job well done. The tools are

all available to you, and you just have to use them. You are going to need time as

well as commitment. Whether you have the time available will obviously depend

upon such commitments as work and your children and family. It will also depend

upon the value of your time. If you are fortunate enough to be able to earn around

£150 an hour or more, you could be better to spend your time in your employment

and use the money you earn to pay a solicitor.

You will also need the confidence to address a judge in court and to speak face-to-

face with your wife’s/husband’s representation. You should not feel intimidated by

the court or the legal procedure. This is not as frightening as it may at first seem.

Your case will be dealt with in the family court and by a specially trained family

judge. Put out of your mind thoughts of gowns and wigs, standing to attention in a

witness box and the swearing of oaths to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing

but the truth. Family court hearings are nothing like that. As explained above, you

will simply sit round a table with the judge at the head, and you at one side of him

and your ex on the other side and tell your story. The courts are now very used to

dealing with ‘litigants in person’. They are fast approaching the norm, since legal aid

has been withdrawn. The court must work to the statutory provisions to ensure that

the case is dealt with fairly and that a person representing themselves is not

disadvantaged. In other words, it is the duty of the judge to make sure that the

other side does not take advantage of your inexperience. Although the judge must

always be totally independent, he or she will ensure that you have the opportunity to

fully put your case. Preparation beforehand will be the key. If you decide that you

have the time and commitment to act in person without representation, there are

certain early decisions you must make.



Firstly, what are your goals and what are you hoping to achieve. You must decide on

what is the minimum settlement you will agree, and at what point you will fight

through the courts if your minimum settlement cannot be negotiated or mediated.

This may apply to with whom your children should live, the contact arrangements

with them, ownership or sale of the matrimonial home, maintenance and your

pension, or any of the other matters that have to be decided in the divorce. You

must be realistic. It will be necessary to consider the law and the likely settlement

that would be ordered by the court, if left to a judge to decide. Put yourself in the

place of the judge and run through in an impartial manner the matters which the

judge is obliged to consider. They are all set out above in this guide. If you have a

trusted friend who will act as ‘devil’s advocate’, ask him or her to give an opinion

and knock holes in your arguments. You must yourself be aware of emotion and able

to stand back and look objectively at both sides of the argument.

You should consider the case law and decisions previously made by the higher

courts, which would be followed in your case. Once you have decided on the

settlement you are looking for and the minimum you will accept, you must decide

upon the evidence and proof needed to establish your entitlement to an order for

this amount. Do not expect anything you say to be believed without clear proof. 

 You must anticipate that your spouse will lie and twist everything you say.

Everything is going to have to be proved, and you have to decide how you are going

to prove it. You journal is going to be invaluable evidence, but you are also likely to

need witnesses, loads of paper evidence such as bank statements, and possibly

evidence from experts such as accountants, valuers and the like.

2.  If you have doubts as to whether this is for you, and you are in a financial

position to do so, your alternative is to instruct a solicitor to act for you. Before

doing so however, you must consider whether the cost is going to be worth it.

Solicitors are not cheap, and before they even agree to take on your case, they are

likely to want at least £500 ‘on account of costs’. Measuring the financial costs of a

divorce, separation, dissolution of a civil partnership or child contact disputes is like

‘measuring a ball of string that never stops unravelling’. Average cost in London of

£40,000 a side (£80,000 in total), and £13,000 outside the capital (£26,000 in

total), the financial effect on the parties in dispute about family issues can be

substantial.

Payment is likely to be eaten up very quickly, probably without much to show for it. 

 Regular demands will then follow for thousands of pounds at a time. Instructing a

solicitor is not a cheap matter, and if you are only involved in a dispute over

relatively small amounts it will simply not be worth it.



Money paid to a solicitor for legal representation is unlikely to be recoverable from

the other side, even if you are successful and win the case. The usual rule in

matrimonial proceedings is that each side pays its own costs, and that normally a

costs order will not be made against the losing party. There are however some

exceptions to this rule. These relate mainly to circumstances where it can be shown

that the other side, by their behaviour, has caused you to incur unnecessary costs.

An example would be where you have had to enforce compliance with the court

rules or to make them comply with an order made by the judge. You might also be

able to get a costs order against the other side, by formally making an offer of

settlement early on in the proceedings. Therefore, if you write to the other side with

a proposal which is rejected, but later found by the court to be the proper award,

the judge might be persuaded to order the other side to pay all your legal costs

from the time you made the offer. Once you have made the difficult decision to

instruct a solicitor, you will be faced with the even more difficult decision of which

solicitor to instruct. Not all solicitors undertake matrimonial work, and of those that

do, not all are experts in it. If you are going to be paying approaching £200 an

hour, you are going to want someone who specialises and is expert in divorce law,

and does nothing else.

The first rule, when looking for a lawyer to instruct, is not to be intimidated by him or

her.  You are looking for somebody with whom you are going to share intimate

details of your life, and with whom you are going to be working on a matter of the

greatest importance. It is important therefore that you select somebody who you

feel comfortable with; a person you can relate to and in whom you feel you can

place your trust. Some lawyers can be unbearably arrogant and unapproachable. 

 They will tell you of the cases they have won and how good they are. Avoid them.

These are the lawyers that will encourage you to go to court with all guns blazing

and relying solely upon their assurance that they are the best, know what they are

doing, and that you should leave everything to them. Mr or Mrs arrogant solicitor will

not listen to what you say, or want to follow your instructions. They will think they

know best for you, and any suggestions by you on the running of your case are an

affront to their expertise. In reality, they are trying to build up their bill of costs as

much as possible, knowing that a full blooded court battle will bring them in tens of

thousands of pounds.

Their income, and making as much money as possible out of your case for

themselves and their firm;

Their professional reputation, including not offending the court or other

solicitors;

Your case.



Avoid ‘sausage factory’ firms. What happens with these is that you will first meet

with what seems to be the perfect solicitor to handle your case. You get on well,

communicate without problem, and he is obviously experienced and well qualified

to act for you. You decide to instruct him and pay a retainer. Your case is then

passed through the ‘sausage factory’ and dealt with solely by unqualified and

inexperienced clerks (or ‘paralegals’, as they will probably be called), who know

little about the law and care less about anything other than the procedure that has

to be followed to progress your case. The meter will be running at the solicitor’s

hourly rate for everything that is done, whether it is necessary or not. Thus, you will

be paying the cost of a standard letter (approximately £20) for a junior clerk to

press a button on the keyboard and send out a letter to the other side, thanking

them for their letter and saying that they will take instructions and reply shortly. You

will then be charged another £20 (plus photocopying) for sending you a copy of this

letter and asking you to make an appointment to give your instructions on what is

said.

Although you have already made your position clear, you feel obliged to do as

asked and you will spend another couple of hundred pounds attending an

appointment to explain again what you have previously said.  That appointment is

likely to be with a ‘paralegal’ that you have not met before (and probably do not

like), to whom you have to explain everything over again – at your expense. Next

time you come in you will probably meet somebody else, and the sad fact is that not

any one person (let alone an experienced and competent solicitor) is really familiar

with your case. Can you really expect to win? The answer is no and for this reason

(and also the reason that you cannot afford to keep paying their bills) you are likely

to be pressurised into agreeing any sort of settlement. You will be paying firms such

as these thousands of pounds, and would be better off dealing with your case

yourself. At least you would care about the outcome, which these firms do not. You

do not want your case ‘processed’ – you want it won, and that requires more than

just going through the procedure.

Unfortunately, ruling out the ‘sausage factory’ firms does rather limit the number of

solicitor firms available. Unless a particular solicitor has been recommended to you,

you need to consider all firms in your area, which undertake divorce work. A

recommendation from somebody you trust can be useful, but you should not rely

upon this alone. Just because a solicitor did a good job on one case, does not

guarantee that he would do a good job on yours. There can be many variables, and

although this particular solicitor may have taken an interest in the case of the

person who now recommends him, this does not guarantee that he will take an

interest and pull out all the stops in your case.



Also, beware of particular spheres of interest. The solicitor recommended may well

be an experienced and expert divorce lawyer, but his main interest could be

disputes concerning children, whereas this is not likely to be a problem with your

divorce and the arguments are going to be over your business assets. Quite possibly,

this solicitor knows nothing about businesses and cares much less. He will take on

your case because the money will be useful, but have little interest in it because it

does not involve a dispute over children. Remember always that employing a

solicitor is little different from employing a plumber, motor mechanic or window

cleaner. Just as there are rogue plumbers and rogue motor mechanics, there are

rogue solicitors. Just as a plumber might take advantage of your ignorance of

plumbing to overcharge you – so might a solicitor, who will be well aware that,

unlike him, you have little experience of legal matters and will believe what he says.

Where there is a difference is that when a plumber fixes your heating system or a

mechanic mends your car, it is fairly easy to tell whether the job was successful. This

is not so easy with the work carried out on your behalf by a solicitor, and so extra

special care is needed.

Try to put together a shortlist of suitable candidates to instruct. Many firms offer a

free initial interview and even if they don’t you should insist on this. They are almost

certain to agree because they want your work. The time allowed for an initial free

interview is likely to be half an hour, and although you may be able to push it over

this time, the time you have is going to be limited. You do not want to spend all of it

explaining your case and it is therefore worthwhile to prepare a written summary

beforehand. Get the solicitor to read this and have an understanding of your case

before you meet, in order that you can then devote the time available to deciding

whether this is the solicitor you wish to instruct. Prepare beforehand a list of the

questions which you will ask. Include:

How long have you been practising family law?

Do you practice exclusively in the area of family law?

What is your particular area of interest?

What is your usual hourly charging rate?

Will all work on my case be carried out exclusively by you?

Have you represented any particular special interest groups ?

You should also find out such questions as whether you will be able to correspond

by e-mail and if he will provide a direct telephone number. The strengths and

weaknesses of your case can then be discussed, and you can ask him what, from his

experience, is likely to be the outcome. Ask him also for an estimate of the cost of

him acting through out and how long he would consider the case taking.



If other persons are going to be working on your case, say that you would like to

meet them beforehand and ask what their experience is. You will want to know

whether he would anticipate instructing barristers to advise or appear in court, and

if so the names and chambers of likely barristers.  Ask also how busy he is and

whether he has the time available to give his full attention to your case. You should

observe how the conversation progresses. Do you feel comfortable talking to him?

Does he appear confident? Does he appear organised? For example, is he taking

notes of what is being said – as should you hire him this will form part of your

contract? Does he reply openly and clearly to your questions? Does he explain

things clearly and would you want him speaking for you in court? Also, observe the

office. Are the staff friendly and helpful? Is the office business-like and efficient?

Do they identify themselves when answering the telephone? Is everything clean and

tidy? What is your solicitor's office like? Are their files and papers everywhere

waiting to be seen to or is everything neatly filed and in order?

Legal fees are entirely negotiable. You will not be invited to offer a lower hourly

rate than is quoted, but are perfectly entitled to do so. You should negotiate not

only the hourly rate to be charged, but also whether an additional charge will be

made for ‘office costs’ such as photocopying, postage, fax, and any other

miscellaneous items. You will want billing in units of not less than 10 minutes and no

expenses such as travel. It is essential, when employing a lawyer, not to give him a

blank cheque. Tie him down with a costs estimate. This is a requirement of the Law

Society, but you need to make it as specific as possible. Try to get a figure in

writing, which will not be exceeded for each stage of your case. If possible, avoid

agreeing payment ‘on account of costs’, or in other words money for work not done,

which the solicitor will hold in his bank account. It is better to agree that the solicitor

will render an itemised bill monthly (but try for three monthly) and you will make

payment within 14 days of agreeing the amount. Do not be afraid to negotiate. This

will also show the solicitor that he has a savvy client, who is no fool and that you will

be working together as equals.

3. Traditionally, when you instruct a solicitor, you hand your case over to him to deal

with it from start to finish. This is of course what the solicitor would like to do, but it

is rarely in your interest for this to happen. And the bundle of services which the

solicitor will wish to provide includes many things which you can quite easily carry

out yourself. The third option therefore is to act for yourself, but to instruct a solicitor

or barrister under the direct access scheme, as and when necessary. This will again

come down to negotiation. Obviously, the solicitor would prefer to charge you at his

full rate for the many routine tasks which you are suggesting you should perform, but

he may well be open to convincing that some work is better than none. 



This is more likely to be the case if you have built up a relationship and

understanding of each other.  Explain that you have limited funds and wish to carry

out routine work yourself, and only instruct the solicitor in the specific matters. You

wish him to be your adviser and to take up as little of his time as possible. If matters

go well, as you expect they will, you will be a lifelong client of his and will

recommend him to everyone you know. He might not make as much money out of

you as he had hoped, but he will have in you a valuable future asset of his firm. If

you are able to come to an acceptable arrangement with your lawyer, you should

wield this tool carefully. If you are a good client, you will get more from your solicitor

for less money.Being a good client involves:

promptly paying bills when received;

presenting your instructions in an organised fashion;

providing documents, when requested, promptly and tidily;

not continuously calling your solicitor asking for an update or whether something

has been received;

compiling a list of all pending matters and dealing with at one meeting;

not calling and saying that it is an emergency when your child is returned half an

hour late from a contact visit;

being available when required;

not using your solicitor as a therapist;

focusing only on the legal issues of your case;

mentioning extra work and recommending other clients.

Keep working on your relationship with your solicitor and ensure that the momentum

of your case is maintained. Whether subconsciously or not, most solicitors have initial

enthusiasm for a new case, but this enthusiasm wanes as new cases come along

and new clients are taken on.  Watch out for warning signs.  Is your solicitor always

in court when you call?  Is he always telling you that they are waiting for a reply

from the other side? If he does not appear to have time for your case, get rid of him.

You will be better dealing with it all yourself. Do not haggle over little things. Your

solicitor is going to have little enthusiasm for sorting out who has the washing

machine, and the cost of him doing so is simply not justified. Insist on a plan of

action and who does what. If you are going to instruct a solicitor, it has to be a

partnership.


